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EDITORIAL
Again we would thank those who have supplied articles and data on a wide range of subjects concerned with many aspects of Russian philately. Thi:;: interest in our Journal encourages the belief that
world-wide erthusiasm for our specialist activities continues unabated. We look forward to continuation
of a regular flow of contributions in the futw·e. It is not normal in the Editorial to single out any particular article for special mention, but exceptions 'prove the rule' and this time we wish to comment on the article on the Wrangel Refugee Post by
our U.K. member, J. 0. Moyes. This article is significant because it provides well-documented research
evidence into the circumstances which surround this Post., and can only raise in one's mind serious misgivings about the status of the stamps and the covers. This article is, of course, not the first to query
the Wrangel material-Rossica, for example, has published articles by Mr. Rosrelevitch which do thisbut it is the first in B.R.J.P. to do so, and we believe that it is the first objective and balanced presentation
of this controversial subject. We hope that it Will be approached, without prejudice as it provides a
factual basis from which to reassess the many traditions surrounding the Wrangel post.
Only after the most careful consideration did we take the decision to publish this article, and we
fully recognise that, potentially, it could seriously damage the value of collections of these items. However, the evidence is clear an<! of high standing, and in the interests of philatelic truth we have decided
to publish this comprehensive examination of facts which collectively present, we believe for the first
time, a logical case. Whilst emphasising the statement on page 1 whereby B.S.R.P. disassociates itself
from views expressed in B.J.R.P. articles, we would also emphasise that the data collated so skilfully
by Mr. Moyes are in our opinion of such importance that it is correct for them to be published. As
co-author with our former President, the late Bill Kethro, of an article in Rossica disputing the published
views of Mr. Rosselevich, we are clearly an interested party in attempting to resolve this issue, and we
would therefore take this opportunity to express support for many of the conclusions which one can draw
from Mr. Moyes's article. With the observation that much more needs to be resolved before we can
understand the true status of the various states of the surcharges themselves, we would affirm that we
will be pleased to publish other articles on this subject if they contribute to, and extend our understanding
of, this complex and fascinating question.
Finally, we would return to the Tchilinghirian and Stephen system (ref. their 'Used Abroad'
Part 1, and B.J.R.P. 52) for transliterating the Russian alphabet We are grateful to our U.K. member
· Dr. T. T. Rutkowska for her comments on that system, which are basically as follows;(a)
. (b)

the 1917/18 reform of orthography was started by Academicians well before the Revolution;
and had been preceded by an earlier reform at the time of Peter the Great .
the Tchilinghirian and Stephen list omitted the letter 'e' (which would be transliterated as
'e').

(c)
(d)

(e)

3 of the 4 suppressed letters were replaced by others which were retained, and the 'hard
sign' was suppressed only from use as a final letter.
the 4 suppressed letters are still in use by some printers in the West, in emigrepublications.
there are other transliteration systems in use which differ from the Tchilinghirian and Stephen
system in various respects (Mr. Norwood, for example, has drawn our attention to "The
Transliteration of Modern :Russian for English Language Publications" by J. Thomas
Shaw (Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1967) which has various graded proposals, but is too complex for conventional U.K. typesetting, like the B.S.I./1.S.O. systems mentioned in our
previous Editorial). We recognise these views, and that the Tchilinghirian and Stephen
system is not necessarily the best but our intention was to use in B.J.R.P. a single system of
philatelic st;mding which was at least uniquely definitive in the direction "Russian to English," and we therefore intend contjnuing to use the B.J.R.P. 52 system.
I. L. G. B,
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FLEURON TYPE CANCELLATIONS
W. Frauenlob
Yet another town can now be added to the short list of towns using the 'fleuron' type cancellation
-we can now add Voronezh.

"AUS RUSSLAND" MARKS-ADDENDUM
I. L. G. Baillie

The information which has been supplied to me from various sources since B.J .R.P. 53 was distributed has enabled the following additional data to be collated (Figs. 47-50 are on p. 1 of central
illustrations herewith):Route 3B-Type RF 3.

Our friend V. Denis Vandervek!.e has informed me of a cover (collection H.
Green) which carries yet another of the 'AUS RUSSLAND/FRANCO-TOUT' marks, hitherto
unrecordecl., which is illustrated herein ,as Fig. 48. It occurs on a St. Petersburg cover with a
Tilsit RF6 (Fig. 40) mark on the front for 31 Dec. 1842, 'P Paye,' to Strasbourg 8 Jan. 1843. I
regard it as a variant of RF3 (Fig. 22) rather than of El (Fig. 20) or E2 (Fig. 21) both because of
the early date and because of the RF6 mark which arises with Route 3B rather than Route 3C.
Route JC-Etiquettes. The VdV collection contains 2 examples of 'Aus Russland' etiquettes which are
of interest to record although perhaps beyond the scope of the original article. They occur on
[nsured covers (whose 'Aus Russland' marks are E2 which is 1880 and E3, undated from Riga)
and the etiquettes (each carries 'W' and a printed number) Figs. 49 and 51 respectively herewith,
are affixed to the front.
Route 3C-Type RF5. Mr. Van der Linden has supplied (via VdV) information on a 6 June 1867 registered franco cover from St. Petersburg to Berlin which also has a strike in which the 'A' of 'RUSSLAND' is not deformecl., and Mr. Speeckaert a 12 June 1871 money cover from Moscow via
Eydtkuhnen (27 June) to a town in Brunswick which also carries a strike without the deformed
'A.' It therefore seems that the 1845/51 and the 1867/71 marks are in fact different, and should
be treated as distinct types.
Roqte 7-Type B4. Mr. Speeckaert has a surprising addition to this story, a cover with 3 different
· Moscow 29 Jan. 1871 marks and 'FRANKIROVANO' in oval, addressed to Berlin, with a fine
84 mark in blue. This extremely late usage is paralleled by the 2 blue B3 maiks 'of 1869/70 in
B.J.R.P. 53, and raises the possibility that B4 replaced B3 around 1870/71 (perhaps when the
FRANKIROVANO mark was present?).
Route 7--Type Bl. The confusion over the variations in size of the 'R' marks may be slightly alleviated; the 8 x 10mm mark recorded by VdV for 1838 does not exist-it is in fact B16 (Fig. 45),
so please delete Fig. 46 from p. 2 of the central illustrations in B.J.R.P. 53. However there are
still 3 subtypes as the VdV collection includes a St. Pete1sburg to Paris cover (framed P. 33; Prusse/
Valenciennes 29 April 1862) with a hitherto unrecorded variant which I now will illustrate as
Fig. 47

REGISTERED MAIL-ADDENDUM 2
Data from R. S. Blomfield, L. Buzetti, W. Frauenlob, R. P. Knighton, D. W. Levandowsky, Dr. A.
H. Wortman, F.R.P.S., L.
Edited by I. L. G. Baillie
We are again grateful to members who have sup;:,!ied the extensive further data which we have
attempted to summarise below. The first article was in B.J.R.P. 52 (Groups 1-17; Figs. 1-28), and
Addendum 1 in B.J.R.P. 53 (Figs. 29-54). We now include Figs. 55-120 on pp. 1-3 of the central illustrations herewith, and add Group 18-24.
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EARLY REGISTRATION
Mr. Blomfield advises two 1824 Windau/Geneva covers with Memel and the capital R mark
(see B.J.R.P. 53 "Aus Russland"); one has various numbers, and the other "No. 19" on the back and
he wonders if this denotes registration. I believe that such marks are usually rate marks, but the latter
could be a checking procedure (sender, postal, or recipient) not necessarily denoting registration.
Mr. Levandowsky has supplied a copy of a magnificant 1844 'assured closed' letter from Kiev
to Bologna. The text being of a highly personal nature, the letter was wax-sealed by the sender, inscribed
'STRAKHOVOE,' wax-sealed by the post office. (Imperial eagle surrounded by 'seal of the Kiev provincial P.O. of His Imperial Majesty' in Russian) and backstamped with Fig. 55 under Cyrillic inscription 'By the woman clerk Yusefina Ryzinkhipova.' It is marked "ALTA/GERMANIA NORD" and
carries 2 Italian marks: 'ASSIGURATA' and 'BOLOGNA/13 LUG. 1844.'
It is necessary to return again to the 'R' in circle marks, various examples of which have already
arisen under various 'Group' headings in B.J.R.P. 52/53 articles in this series, and which are also mentioned by Dr. Wortman on p. 19 of B.J.R.P. 53. Mr. Blomfield records 10 covers which he classifies
as follows (see also Group 10) :Fig. 56: 18mm diameter-dotted 'R'
1898: Warsaw to Buenos Aires (see Group 5 below).
Fig. 57: 20mm diameter-dotted 'R.'
1884: (illegible) to Dresden.
1884: Odessa to Freiburg (also framed 'ZAKAZNOE' in violet).
1889: Moscow to Massachusetts, U.S.A. (also unframed 'ZAKAZNOE' in violet plus a
handstamped number in green which Mr. Blomfield indicates might be the registered
number).
1895: Moscow to Buenos Aires (also unframed 'ZAKAZNOE' in violet).
1895: Telegraph/in P.V. to Vienna.
1905: Moscow to Boston U.S.A., dots running together to make appear continuous-a
smudged strike (also 'Lit. A' label Fig. 64-see Group 7 below).
1927: Pe~crgof, Leningr. to Mass., U.S.A., smudged but better defined than preceding strike
(also 2 rubber stamps, 'R' and '3'-see Group 8 below).
Fig. 58: 24mm diameter-dotted 'R.'
Vezenberg to Holland with '3' perf. label in red (frame and '3') and black (No. 275/
Vezen berg).
Fig. 59: solid 'R.'
(1929 or later from adhesives): Groznyi to London, U.K. in same ink shade as Fig. 80 rubber
stamp (see Group 17 below).
Group 1: Manuscript 'Contents' Endorsement-Mr. Blomfield adds a fifth cover with manuscript 'Ohne
Versiegelte Einlage," later than mine:
1835: St. Petersburg 24 Apr. 1835/'P.P'/'A.E.D.' in double oval/'Prusse par ...... ' in box/
Bordeaux 22 May, 1835.
Group 3: Framed 'Zakaznoe'-Mr. Knighton has an earlier example of Fig. 2, the St. Petersburg
framed ZAKAZNOE mark, on a cover from Minsk 29.4.76, inscribed 'Recammendee' (sic) with
a 'Vom Ausland uber Eydtkuhnen Eingeschrieben' label applied en route to Henley-on-Thames,
15.5.76 and finally to Oxfordshire, U.K. Mr. Blomfield also has an 1876 example, but travelling
to the east, being St. Petersburg via Kyakhta to Peking. Mr. Buzetti has a later example, a 7k
stationery envelope with 2k. and 7k. adhesives and the 5k. Town Post adhesive (21k. total),
inscribed 'Einschreiben' cancelled 6 Oct 1881 with the S. PETERBURG/EKSPED. PR. INOSTR.
KORR. double circle mark; it was addressed to Frankfurt (a. Main) and received the same
German label as my B.J.R.P. 52 cover (b).
Mr. Blomfield has a similar framed mark, Fig. 60, which he considers to be a postal mark, on a
Warsaw/Krakau cover inscribed 'Zakaznoe/Recornmandirt' and, in upper left corner, '156.' He also
has other 'ZAKAZNOE' marks, mainly unframed, which he considers to be private, not postal (I sympathise with this caution, but wonder whether more of these marks may, like Fig. 2 itself, later be proved
to be postal!).
Group 4. Russian Registration Labels. Firstly, I must blush-as Dr. Wortman has pointed out
to me, the Fig. 3 label and my 1881 cover cannot have started off life together-the label (itself genuine)
has been added to the cover by a faker. Now that the information following the B.J.R.P. 52 article
is expanding my understanding of Russian registration marks, the impossibility of the label being used
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on the cover has become apparant to me! Mr. Knighton confirms Fig. 4/5 St. Petersburg marks still
in use in 1891, and Mr. Blomfield also confirms Fig. 5 in 1891 in carmine with (as mine) the 5 Eksped.
mark. He also records Fig. 61 (a variant of Fig. 29) in reddish purple in 1897, also 5 Eksped, to Vienna.
Introduction of Registration Labels. The first types are particularly fascinating, and two different
1899 St. Petersburg labels can be recorded. Fig. 62 (Mi. Knighton) is black on bright red paper with a
large 'O' hand.stamped bottom right, and Fig. 63 (Mr. Blomfield) is black on pink paper, on a cover
to Vienna. Mr. Knighton offers the following general summary of their subsequent developments:
"At first glance the labels and strikes used to denote registration appear to be innumerable and
complex, but this is partly because of additions to the basic design, partly due to the colours and to the
many sizes that were used. The wording in Roman lettering for mail going abroad seems to nearly
double the number of types.
The normal size of a label is 38 x 15 mm, but labels and strikes can vary from 25 mm to 71 mm
in length and from 12 mm to 33 mm in height. Paper may be from thin and smooth to coares and thick,
in white, off-white, pink or red. The colours in printing are black, red, blue, green, or more often a
combination of two, usually black and red; Caucasian labels frequently include blue. The simplest
inscription following the ' R' or '3' gives the place name and the serial number for the entry, but the
addition Pochamt, OTD or the name of a railway station is often found. A number printed after a
place name refers to the post office number; this same number can be seen in the postmark except for
Ekspeditsiya offices (B.J.R.P. 53 Group 7.-Ed.). Labels for use'on mail going abroad have the wording
in French or German, e.g. St. Petersbourg gare Nicholas; Moscou Poste Centrale; Gorbatov sur Oka;
Kiev may be spelt Kiew or Kieff, and Kharkov is Charkov and Charkoff, etc. Some places further from
the capital ad.cl. further details, as Elisavetgracl., Nikol Gub., and Vladivostok, Siber., Russie d'Asie.
Different styles of type were used and in the Cyrillic characters there are thick upright lettt.rs,
widely or narrowiy spaced, sometimes all capitals. Those for foreign mail are as diverse, e.g. with thin
an(!. thick lettering, with serifs and without, some favouring an art-nouveau style, anct. every shape of
·R' can be fount!..
Some labels have the addition of a handstamped letter, and 1 hope some member will be able
to say why the following have been added:A, C, 0, E in Roman type and D, and F in Cyrillic.
Perforations may be clear cut or very rough on labels and one, two, three or all sides may be
imperf. One exception is Regiza referred to in Group 8 below."
From a list plus illustrations supplied by Mr. Blomfield (which on space grounds we cannot,
regrettably induce in detail) it is additionally of interest to note that, once the registration labels developed:(a) ·3• type labels are virtually always perforated.
(b) 'R' type labels are usually imperforate.
(c) '3' is always at the left, whether or not P.O.s abroad
(d) 'R' is always at the left of labels except for
-three abnormal Moscow type labels (Figs. 83, 84 and 87)-see Group J 7
-P.O.'s abroad (Figs. 68-71)-see Group 10.
Group 5. Avis de Reception. A second Russian Avis de Reception cover can now be recorded,
surprisingly in the same year, 1898, as my Chita cover (B.J.R.P. 52). Mr. Bomfield details a cover from
Warsaw to Buenos Aires with a double strike (unfortunately not suitable for illustration) which he states
·'seems about the same as" Fig. 6. Like mine, Mr. Blomfi.eld's cover also has a dotted ·•R' in circle
(see 'Early Registration' above).
Group 7. Moscow Codes. In addition to the standard types of labels, Moscow had 'GO ROD'
and 'POCHTA.MT' labels (ref. B.J.R.P. 53). Mr. Blornfield adds (ref. B.J.R.P. 52) another 'LIT" type
for Moscow (Fig. 64), No. and 'LIT. A' in black, rest red., on the 1905 cover to Boston, U.S.A. mentioned in 'Early Registration' above as also carrying a dotted 'R' in circle mark, and a loose 'OTDlEL'
label (Fig. 65) with '3' and frame ye!low green, rest black.
Group 8. 'R' over '3' Registration Labels. Mr. Knighton confirms that covers bearing an 'R'
label over a '3' label are not unusual, and details of additional examples are given under Groups 19 (19!0).
He also describes a First War cover, with a strange variant of 'R' over '3': from Regi2a 28.5.1916 to
Leeds U.K., one half of the envelope is addresseo. in Russian and has a Cyrillic labd (printed perforation, slightly impressed., which he says 'did. not tear along the perforations very easily') whilst the other
half is ao.d.ressed in English and has a separate label with Roman lettering. Both labels carried the
same serial number.
Page 6
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Mr. Blomfield records a similar later usage of 'R' and '3,' this time however as rubber stamps
(Figs. 66 and 67) not labels, on a 1927 cover from Nov. Petergof, Leningr. to Mass., U.S.A.~also carries
the Fig. 57 'R' in circle (see 'Early Registration' above).
Group 10. Used Abroad. This Group was initially restricted to pre-War Levant but we now
wish to extend it to include all Used Abroad registration.
(a) Constantinople: Mr. Blomfield also has Fig. 13, the dotted 'R' in circle (which we could
have included alternatively under the 'Early Registration' heading above), in blue on a 1903
cover to France, and in black as an arrival mark on an 1899 cover from Salonica. He
also has a 1914 cover from Galata branch office, to Austria, with the Fig. 68 'R' label, with
frame and 'R' in red, and the remainder black, and a loose label (Fig. 69) which is similar
('No.' and 'Poste Russe' being closer) put overstamped 'STAMBOUL' in black. Finally
he has 'ZAKAZNOE,' Fig. 717 of Used Abroad Part 6 by Tchilinghirian and Stephen on
an 1894 Constantinople cover to Revel.
(b) Metelin on a cover to Austria--siµJilar in colours and appearance to Fig. 68 but 'No.' at
foot; the 'RECOMMANDE' stamp (Fig. 70) is pale violet-as Mr. Blomfield remarks.
'maybe not by P.O.'
{c) Smyrna-on a 1912 cover to Vienna, also reported by Mr. Blomfield, the Fig. 71 label is
very similar in colour and appearance to Figs. 68
(d) Mt. Athos-Mr. Blomfield reports a postcard, probably 1900, with Fig. 792 of Used Abroad
Part 6 by Tchilinghirian and Stephen, but No. rubber stamped, not m/s.
(e) Tiantsin-Mr. Blomfield has Fig. 72 (frame and '3' red, rest black) on a 1914 front of
unknown destination.
We may also note a remark by Peter I. Padget in an article on registration in China (J. Chinese
Phil. Vol. 24, No. 3, Feb. 1977, p.52) that the Russian Post in China appears exclusively to have used
labels rather than handstamps to indicate registration.
·
Group 13. St. Petersburg and Petrograd. I now wish to include St. Petersburg marks as well as
Petrograd marks in this Group, as a follow-on to the early marks under Group 4. In B.J.R.P. 53 (under
Group 7) it was noted that Gorod/Otdiel labels for St. Petersburg which carry numbers/letters do agree
with cancellations. I hope that members will supply more details of this correlation for a future Journal,
but would meanwhile record Fig. 74, which Mr. Knighton advises has 'R' and frame in red, Test black.
in u~ from 1909, with the name misplaced thus omitting the last letter of the town name (in.French}.
All Petrograd covers listed so far have also }lad Petrograd labels, so it is of particular interest
to record 3 covers in Mr. Knigbton's collection in which St. Petersburg labels continued in use:i2.l2.19l4 Petrograd cancellation (on 8 Romanov stamps; a charity label had been affixed but largety
removed); St. Petersburg label; two further Petrograd ma"rks in red, for 14.12.1914 and
4.1.1915, with oval War Censor mark and tl Red Cross handstamp 'Bureau Central de
renseign. sur les Prisonniers de Guerre' both also in red; backstamped Stockholm 22.1.1915
and addres!led to the German Relief Committee there.
1. ,.1915 Petrograd cancellation; St. Petersburg label, also to London U.K. (a mourning cover)
15. J.1915 Petrograd cancellation; St. Petersburg label; Petrograd War Censor impression on wax
seal arrived 13.5.1915 in London, -U.K.
Mr. Blomfield records two more 1922 Petr-ograd covers with imperf. Petrograd labels as Fig.17;
they are both multifranked with 1917 imperf. issues and addressed to Mass .• U.S.A., whereas Mr.
Frauenlob has a 1922 cover with the mixture of names for the town, but this is listed undcx: Group 21
as it is a.Station mark and label.
Mr. Knighton also mentions another Pctrograd practice-he has a 1916 cover to Sheffield U.K.
with the word 'Registered' typed on the front but no label or handstamp, only a pencilled number, with
the U.K. 'Registered' backstamps of both London and Sheffield.
Group 14. Ukraine. The Ukraine registration indicators continue to attract attention:(a) Odessa: Mr. Knighton writes that 'collectors of Ukraine will be familiar with covers from
Odessa where the Russian script on the label has "d" and "ss" superimposed in manuscript
to make the name appear as though in Roman letters' (ref. B.J.R.P. 52 Group 17, cover 'c').
(b) Sumi: with reference to Fig. 21 Mr. Knighton confirms the semi-philatelic status of the
covers recorded in B.J.R.P. 52. He too has one with the cover turned inside out, bearing
various Kharkov tridents plus two shagiv stamps, also same dates and markings, but No. 360
as against my 256. So thert; must have been many more!
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(C')

(cl)

(e)

Gomel: Mr. Blomficld has a 1918 local cover with Fig. 75 in greyish violet. franked with
11 x lk. Saving; Bank, 3 ,c 3k imperf. 1917 and I x SOsh. imperf. (total 4Sk.). I have seen
a number of Gome! covers with the· rare Gomel tridents, and they from memory also had
this or a very similar mark and seemed too clean and neat to be non-philatelic.
Mogilev: Mr. Knighton informs me that Fig. 76 was applied in violet in 1923 : being double
line framed it is similar to Fig. 28. The double-line frame seems to be unusual, as these 2
plus Figs. 19 and 20 (both Kharkov) make 4 from Ukraine, with Fig. 42 from Warsaw
making 5 on record to date.
Precursor labels: these of course are not exceptionally difficult to find, and conform to the
normal Imperial scheme. Our gratitude to Mr. Blomfield who has supplied details of
several labels.

Group 17. Soviet Registered Material. Our thanks to members who have supplied more e,camples
of the variety of Soviet registration stamps and covers. Space considerations preclude extensive coverage herein, but we would take this opportunity to mention (in addition to Group 20) the following:(a) Strelna: Mr. Blomfield reports 10 Soviet covers to New Bedford, Mass., U.S.A. with Fig. 77
in pale violet, one of which also has Fig. 78 in black; also covers with black Fig. 79 labelone (192~) has name rubber stamped in violet, and the other has name in manuscript.
(b) Groznyi: Mr. Blomfield reports Fig. 80 in violet associated with the 1929/30 5k stamp (sec
also 'Early Registration,' Fig. 59). .
(c)
Leningracl.: Mr. Blomfield reports Fig. 81, red on straw-coloured paper, on a 1924 cover
to London, U.K. (forwarded to Chattanooga, Tenn .• U.S.A.), and Mr. Knighton reports
Fig. 82 in black in 1928.
(d)
Moscow: Mr. Blomficld reports Figs._ 83, 84 (both 1922 to Germany) ancl. Fig. 85 (to Philadelphia, U.S.A.}-thc first is orange-red except that '46' is black, and the other 2 are all
red: also Fig. 86 (loose label) all red except 'Moscou 12' in black. Mr. Knigh.ton reports a
further range from Moscow: Fig. 87 being red (except that figures are black) which is notable
(like Figs. 83-4) for 'R' being to the right (1925), Figs. 88-91 in the 1930's, ancl. Figs. 92 and
93 in 1941, and Fig. 94 in 1946.
(e) Ocl.essa : Mr. Knighton adds Fig. 95 (1928) in black on white paper, and Fig. 96 (1934) in
violet.
(/) Kiev: Mr. Blomfield reports Fig. 97, '3' and frame reel., rest black, on 1921 cover to Philadelphia, U.S.A. ; Fig. 98, in black in 1935 is reported by Mr. Knighton.
(g)
Kharkov: Mr. Knighton reports yet another Kharkov type, Fig. 99, in violet on a 1932
cover to Lonc!on, U.K. (air from BcrLn). Kharkov still seems to lead the field in terms of
variety of registration indicators.
Group 18 Zemstvo. Mr'. Frauenlob advises our first cover in this Group. The sencler marked
the front 'Zakazno:.' It is franked with an Imperial 10 kop. perf. Arms type adhesive, backstamped
across the flap with a doubl.! circk mark inscribed CHEMBARSKOl UYEZDNOI ZEMSKOI UPRA
around the Chembar Zemstvo coat of arms (Fig. 100), and handstamped 'No . ... /line/Chembarskoi
Uyezdn. Zemskoi Upravy' (Fig. IOI) on the front with '542' inserted in ink. The adhesive was cancelled Chembar 2.2.17 and and 'R' label 'Tchembar/No . . .' (Roman letters), with '71 I' insert~d by
hand, affixed (Fig. 103). The cover was addressed to a private individual in Stockholm. Schweiz (!)
and has Stockholm arrival marks 27.2.17.
Group 19. Caucasia. Mr. Knighton writes as follows:"The principle of sticking one label over another (see Group 8) was in use in Tillis in 1910: on
the example that I have, the label read 'Tillis Ville,' but 'Ville' has been overwritten "gen" or "yen.'"
To continue with Tillis, my covers include one posted Tiftis 30.S.23, to Leipzic, arrival date 11.6.23, with
the registered label '3' type for internal nail 'Tillis P. T. Kontora·: the stamps are Transcaucasian
Federation for Georgia, multiples of five different values bring these overprinted stamps to a total of
365,000 Roubles. On a somewhat similar cover of 2.6.23. the Tinis label reads 'Tiflis Gor5, a dozen
stamps makes this, too, an attractive item. A third cover from Tillis is addressed to the Westminster
Bank in London, postmarked 21.11.23 and backstamped Lon.cl.on 4.12.23; ihe Transcaucasian issue
showing Mount Ararat and oilfields, some overprinted, total 6,700,000 Roubles and the label is noticably
different as the rectangle and '3' arc printed in bright green colour. On all these covers the postmarks
are in Georgian characters.
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"Baku labels are quite different, being much deeper in size with the frame in clear blue, and black
lettering of 3 different fonts (Fig. 102). Baky or Bacou is sometimes added in writing. I have one of
this type on cover from Sukhum 14.11.23; it was printed 'Novo-Afon' (Cyrillic) and has been altered
in manuscript to 'Sukhum.' Still in Caucasia, Batum is represented by two covers, both having hand
~tamped. registered strikes in violet. They have double lined rectangles with the name, one (Fig. 104)
has '3' at the left while the other (Fig. 105; Warsaw Fig. 42) has neither '3' nor 'R'. The dates are I 920
and. 1923 respectively."
Mr. Knighton also supplies details of an Akksandropol (Armenia) label, Fig. 106 which (like
Fig. 105 from Baku) has a blue frame, black printing, and no 'R' or '3.'
Mr. Blomfield's "Tiflis Tsentr." label (Fig. 107) in which the frame and '3' are red, and the rest
black, is on a cover to Constantinople, and. is a precursor to the above as it is 1901. So is his similar
1912 "Akhty/Dag.obl." label on a cover to U.S.A.
Group 20. Russia in Asia. Again it seems that a new Group is needed, this time as a result of
interest based. on d.ata from Messrs. Knighton and Blomfield:·
(a) Prior to 1st War: 1909 is the present earliest date, being Fig. 108 ('R' reel., rest black)
on a cover from Irkursk to U.S.A.-notified by Mr. Blomfield..
(b) During 1st War: Mr. Blomfielc.l. advises a 1°915 and a 1916 cover from Simbirsk to Denmark, both carrying both 'R'-type labels as Fig. 109 (on the latter), with 'R' red and rest
black, and the '3'-type black hand.stamp as Fig. 110 (on the former). On the latter cover
the two registration ('R' and '3' type) indicators are on opposite sides of the cover! He
also advises a 1917 cover from Novy-Omsk to Paris, with the Fig. 111 label, 'R' and frame
red., rest black.
(c) Far Eastern Republic: Mr. Knighton also advises 'R' over '3' usage, this time with two
1922 covers from Vladivostok, the 'R' labels being from two different printings, both
reading 'Vladivostok Siber. Russe d'Asie':31.1.1922 to Madang, inscribed via Rabaul and Singapore and backstamped Sydney,
Seattle and New York
17.11.1922 to Libava, inscribed via U.S.A. and Japan, and backstamped London
18.12.1922 and Liepaja 23 .I 2.1922
(d) Soviet Period prior to 2nd War: Mr. Knighton provides Fig. 112 which is a green handstamp on a 1933 cover from Tashkent to U.K., and Fig. 113 which is a violet frame with
Chila inserted by hand in 1935
(e) During 2nd War: unhappily nothing yet to hand.
(/) Since 2nd War: Mr. Knighton provides Fig. 114 which is red printing on very white paper.
with Tashkent inserted by hand in 1959.
Group 21. Railways. This is another Group which Dr. Wortman advises, and we have some
examples to record to date.
Mr. Frauenlob has copied a fine cover franked with 2 War Charity stamps plus 2 x 10 kop.
Arms type cancelled 7.8.15 St. GUCHKOVO/M.V.RYB.ZH.D. with a perf. '3' label reading 'No. 682/
Guchkovo/M.-V.Ryb. zh.d.' (Fig. 115). Of similar type, Mr. Blomfield has a loose label with frame
and '3' in red, with 'No. 887/S.- PETERBURG/P.O. Nikolaevsk. zh.d.' in black, and Mr. Knighton
has 'No. 940/Moskva p.o./M.V. zh.d.' I. Mr. Blomfield also advises Fig. 116 on a 1918 cover to New
Jersey, U.S.A.; the label seems mundane, with 'R' and frame red, rest black, as is so often the case, but
the cover comes from St. Buchedu, Kit.Vost. Zh.D.
Station registration is also a subject worthy of special mention, with data to hand as the following
examples. Mr. Frauenlob has a Petrograd/Nikol. Vokz. 27.6.22 cover with an 'R' label 'No. 778/S.PETERSBOURG/gare Nicolas' (in French Fig. 117) and a Petrograd-Eksped '3' black triangle' mark,
addressed. to Revel (also noted under Group 13); Mr. Blomfield has a 1913 cover to Germany with an
'R' label 'No. 273/RIGA gare' (frame and 'R' red, rest black) in French (Fig. 118).
Group 22. Factories. Mr. Blomfield has shown a copy of the first label which I have seen from a
factory. Like so many others, it is frame and '3' in red, rest in black-it is loose, and inscribed
"No. 562/Tsaritsyn./zavod.'' (Fig. 119). (Tsaritsyn is linked to Zavod by a local railway line-route 47
in the 1912 winter timetable: 7 versts, 2 trains per day, 40 minutes.-Ed.).
Group 23. First War Dumbs. Mr. Blomfield gives information from which this new Group
emerges. He records a business printed cover franked 14k. (Romanov) cancelled with a heavy 'X,' to
Libava; the registration label is a red smudged hand.stamp but with a thick black bar where the town
name should appear. Dr. Wortman confirms the existence of this Group.
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Group 24. Manuscript Registration. This Group is not intended for the early covers, which
are discussed above, but for covers from the period around the Revolution. Mr. Knighton has drawn
attention to this Group, and as an example cites Fig. 120 which is entirely in manuscript on a 1916 cover
from Kaluga to Copenhagen.
New Groups. Dr. Wortman has indicated that there is yet more information required under
yet further headings, as aspects like F.P.O's, ship mail;exhibitions, Nizhnii Novgorod Fair and Spechno
have not yet arisen. We can only ask that those with such material send details to the Editor for inclusion
in a future Journal.

RUSSIAN POST IN BULGARIA
data from Dr. V. Stoyanoff'

Prior to 1878 the town Rousse on the Danube was controlled by Turkey, and was serviced by the
Austrian post and the Austrian shipping company .. DDSG."
After entry of the Russian troops a Russian cancellation was evidently in use for a short time.
for Dr. Stoyanoff of Rousse has submitted a photograph of an envelope carrying a 15 bani Roumanian
cancellation (ink cancelled l0/7) addressed to "RUSCUC" and backstamped "RUSHCHUK .. 29/8/80
in the normal double circle type with curled ornaments at foot (also T in circle on front and m/s '20'
over address), and he states that this is the first example, although a resident, which he has seen.
(Note: when Dr. Stoyanoff submitted these data, his cover was cancelled) RUSE T5. (Cyrillic)/
ROUSSE C. (French, presumably), with a circular cachet with NEPTUN-DUHAISKll/T/X "DUNAl"
(Cyrillic) around Neptune seated on a Dolphin, and a large rectangular cachet displaying the "Dunai ..
on the Danube with lzmail, Belgrad, Budapest and Vena, plus a Black Sea link to Odessa and the following inscriptions:
at top: PASSAZHlRCKlE PElCY Po DUNAYU/OT DLP DO CHEPNOGO MOPYA
at foot: SSSR.DUNAISKOE GOSUDARSTVENNOE PAROKHODSTVO G. JZMAIL
(all Cyrillic) which may interest collectors of modern river mail.-Ed.).

POSTAL SAVINGS STAMPS
data from D. W. Levandowsky

The Russian magazine MARK[ ("Les Timbres") contained, on p.342 et seq of No. 17, dated
15 May, 1897, an article entitled "Russian Stamps: Savings Stamps" with a footnote explaining that
this was the initial article because they were relatively unknown to philatelists. Mr. Levandowsky
provided a direct translation into English which, to retain the original flavour, we have only slightly
adjusted to improve readability,-and the illustrations (on p.4 central pages) are reproductions of the
original 'Marki' figs.:The Savings Stamps were created by order of His Imperial Majesty on 26 of June, 1889 through
a Temporary Regulation on Postal and Telegraph Savings Offices. In article 3 of these regulations it is
said:
"For certification of entries of funds by the savings participants, there can be created by the Minister of the lnterior, with the concurrence of the Minister of Finances, the savings stamps, with differentiation of them into categories by their values. A description of specimens of the savings stamps is to
be presented to the Governing Senate for eventual publication for information of the general public."
The savings stamps are produced in St. Pctersburg by the Office for Preparation of State Documents. The length of each stamp is 50 mm. and the width is 27 mm. The paper for stamps is white.
The watermark for the 100 Ruble stamp is open rhomboids, the longer diagonal of which is parallel
to the width of the stamps; for the rest of the stamp the watermarks are parallelograms, the longer axis
of which is also parallel to the width of the stamps. Perforation teeth-13.
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The d.escription of the first savings stamps of 25 and 50 Kop. and of I, 2 and 3 Rubies was presented by the Minister of the Interior to the Governing Senate on November I, 1889 and it was published
in the series of Assembled Introduction of Government Laws and Decrees on the 17th of the same
November.
As seen in Figs. I and 2 (on p. 4 of central pages.-£d.) all the surface of \]1e savings stamps i~
covered with machine-engraved network so that there is no space free of this printing.
Of Fig. I design:
Of Fig. 2 design:
25 Kop. printing black
I Ruble printing orange
50 Kop. printing dark-brown
3 Rubies printing green
Background of both stamps: brown
5 Rubies printing dark blue
Background: light brown
Th,:n on 15 Feb. 1895 the Minister of the Interior presented to the Governing Senate the description of the savings stamps of new values. of IO and 25 Rubies which was published in the Assembled
Introduction of Government Laws and Decrees on 24 March. 1895
The background of both (Fig 3) stamps remained. as on the previous stamp. light brown and the)
were printed with inks:
IO rubies red
25 rubies violet
Finally. the stamp of the highest denomination appeared in the year of 1896. Description ofit
was presented to the Governing Senate on 7 August I 896 and published in the Assembled Introduction
of Government Laws and Decrees No. 107. 6 Sept. 1896.
The 100 Ruble stamp (Fig. 4) is printed with dark brown ink and the background is iridescent.
In the central part, for about 1/3 of the length of the stamp the colour is red but in directions toward
both sides it gradually becomes blue. (Note: a description of the 100 Ruble stamp is jiven in Mark:.
J896. p. 109).
The savings stamps rn no case arc issued from the Savings Offices of the Post and Telegraph Offices
into the hands of the depositors, but they are glued into the booklets, which are given to the depositors.
and are cancelled not only by a canceller. bearing the name of the Postal-Telegraph Office, but also by
writing on the lower part of the stamp, on the dotted line, the date, month and year of cancellation.
For receiving the stamps from the Office of Preparation of State Documents, there was created
at the Central Administrative Office of Posts & Telegraph!'. a p.:isition of the Senior Assis•ant of the
Expeditor with a salary of 1500 Rubies (yearly D.W.L.). In addition. l000 Rubies is disbursed yearly
for the increase in salary of persons in charge of receival and distribution of stamps. Also 1500 Rubies
(is dispersed-D.W.L.) for the increase of the personnel of the Central Administrative Office of the
Posts & Telegraphs and 30 Rubies to each Gubernia for wrapping and sealing materials. etc. All these
expenditures are taken from the net profit derived from the deposits received in the Postal-Telegraph
Savings Offices.
1895 GERMAN REPLY CARD USED IN RUSSIA
by Dr. A. H. Wortman, F.R.P.S.L.
That postcard of Mr. Frauenlob's (B.J.R.P. No. 53 p.25) is not really of postal significance. It
is literally a German postcard used in Russia but not in the philatelic sense of being-used abroad or as a
combination of a Russian and a German stamp. In fact the German stamp has been purposely blotted
out by a personal handstamp, the important key word of which, VRACHA, has been omitted in the
description on p.25.
VRACHA means "physician" and this is the personal ha:ndstamp of the Medical Officer to the
Libau Post and Telegraph Office, used normally on his official correspondence (and possibly having
franking value in his home territory enabling such correspondence to go post free). In any case it had
no franking value on this postcard.
This doctor was apparently travelling home by train on route 45 (not 46) the Minsk to Libau
line, probably from a visit to Germany; wishing to send a postcard to a colleague there, found he had
this German postcard with him. Knowing that it had no franking value in Russia, he deliberately
obliterated the printed German stamp with his personal handstamp and, having only a 7k stamp available, put it on instead of a 4k which he was not able to buy on the train. (T.P.O's sorted the mail but
they did not sell stamps). He has moreover carefully put the adhesives stamp in the middle of the top
of the card and put it on sideways so as to cover completely the word "Antwort" (reply).
(Thanks also to several other members who have contributed similar comments.-Ed.).
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VOLOSTOI PRAVLENII: VILLAGE CANCELLATIONS
dat1l from Harry V. Hofmann and W. Frauenlob

Although we do not intend tocatalogue on these pages the many Vol. Prav. markings existing
in member's collections, we give the following data on some examples in the von Hofmann collection.
copies of which we have seen:As Fig. 3 (all serial 'l ')
As Fig. 5 (all on cover)
KOLKSKOE
ESTL.G.
25.12.1904
GNADENBURGSKOE KOLON TER. 10.12.1913
lZAKSKOE
ESTL.G.
15. 4.1905
8. 1.1914
DOMOLODSKOE VIT.
NEVESKOE
ESTL.G.
6,,.8.1909
(This cover was registered with a '3'-type label inscribed
13. 3.1913
PATTSALSKOE ESTL.G.
"No. 19/Domolodskoe/Volost. Pravlenie.. )
SAULEPSKOE ESTL.G.
2. 4.1914
plus (Frauenlob collection)
VERKHSUERSKOE TOB.G.
18.12.1922
(The Fig. Nos. are from p.4 of central illustrations of B.J.R.P. 53, accompanying Dr. Wortman's
article on these cancellations).

SMALL LOCALITY CANCELLATIONS
data from W. Frauenlob

lt is always pleasant to see cancellations from the smaller localities, and the following are therefore recorded; perhaps others can add further details for these places?
(a) BAIDARY: 4 kop postal stationery card (Cyrillic plus French wording; UPU type) cancelled
BAIDARY TAVR.G./POCHT.TEL. OTO, side codes 1, fractional date 30.IX.190:>, struck
in blue. Also a 3 kop. postal stationery card (Cyrillic only) with same cancel 23.XH. I900
but struck in black; this card also bears a 1 kop. adhesive. Both addressed to a cheese
supplier in Berne, Switzerland, where cancelled 19.X.OO and 15.1.01 respectively.
(b) ELENENDORF : in Azerbaijan: another 4 kop UPU type card with a double circle strike
2.4.08, with * * a at foot, to Baste, Switzerland. There are some letters af:er the town
name, but unfortunately indecipherable.
(c) KEKENEIZ: a 3 kop Cyrillic card with a I kop. adhesive, cancelled KEKENEIZ TAVRICH.G./POCHTOBO.TELEGR.OTD., side codes I, 3-line date 20 July 1901, to Berne
(as (a) above).
(d) KOREIZ (or KOVEIZ): another 3 kop Cyrillic card with a I kop. adhesive, cancelled
KOREIZ (or KOVEIZ) TAVR.G./POCHT. TEL.OTO., side codes I, fractional date
12.Xl.(1895?), addressed to Sofia where it was cancelled 25.Xl.(95?) and redirected to Belgracl..
(e) TSKHALTUVO : a Soviet multilingual postcard (including Georgian) franked with two
5 kop' 'soldier' definitives cancelled with a double circle mark, inscribed in Georgian at
top and in Cyrillic TSKHALTUVO KUT .. at foot, side codes Georgian at left, A at right,
cl.ated 21.9.30.
(None of these places is mentioned in the 1912/13 Winter Railway Tim~table.-Ed.).
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MAIL STEAMERS ON THE AMUR-1907
by P. J. Campbell

We have all, at one time or another, purchased or traded a letter or postcard written in a foreign
language. We usually find, unfortunately, that translation results only in discovering that Miss X was
enjoying her trip to Omsk, or that Mr. Y. was ordering another case of Bordeaux.
There are times, however, when translation throws light on some new facet of our hobby, or
provides a basis for some interesting research. A case to illustrate the above is a simple postcard, of
the 1889-1890 printing (Higgins and Gage No. 13) written in Blagovyeshchensk on 8 Sept. 1907 (Old
style), and ad.dressed to Augsburg in Germany. A 1 kop Arms stamp of the 1902-1905 printing, added
to the 3 kop stamp imprinted. on the card, give the correct rate for an 'open' card going abroad. There
were three oval cancellations, all showing BLAGOY.YESHCH-STRYET. PAROK, indicating a steamer
from Blagovyeshchensk to Sryetensk, or going westward towards Germany (see map on p. 4 central
pages). Two of the ovals (see Fig. I) showed 9 Sept. 1907, and one (Fig. 2) showed 16 Sept. 1907. Reference to maps showed this as an 800-mile trip along the Amur river which formed the border between
Russia and Manchuria at that time. Reference to my trusty reprint of Baedeker's Russia 1914, indicated
that this was the normal mail route from Khabarovsk and Blagovyeshchensk fo Europe, for the Amur
railway would not be completed .until 1916, and the recently opened (1902) Chinese Eastern Railway
lay far to the south. Baedeker stated that the downstream journey from Sryetensk to Blagovyeshchensk took five days, and the upstream journey eight days, which is confirmed by the elapse of time
between the two oval postmarks. Baedeker also stated that the mail steamers of the Amur Steamship
Company left from Sryetensk every five days from the beginning of May to the end of September, so
my card was one of the last westbound mailtrips of the season. Beyond Sryetensk, of course, the card
would have travelled on railway route No. 244 to Kuyenga (where the Amur railway construction was
to start in the following year), on to Karumskaya, junction for the Chinese Eastern Railway (Line 259260) and then on to Chita.
By this time the missing piece of rail south of Lake Baikal had been completed, so the TransSiberian ran with.out interruption towards European Russia and Germany.
Translation of the card indicated that the writer, add.re8sing his parents, had been appointed
to lead the repairs of the steamships (of the Amur Com.Parry for Steamshipping and Trade) and that he
would go to the winter quarters of the fleet (35 Versts west of Blagovyeshchensk) on the first of October.
This can only refer to Aigun which was situated. on the south, or Manchurian, bank of the river. Mr.
Wilhelm Brendel, the writer, said that he would take the first steamship westward in the spring, to return
home to Augsburg. He also reported to his parents that the "Exhibition" opened at Blagovyeshchensk
on the day he was writing (8.IX.07) but that he did not feel that he could afford. the 4-rouble entrance
fee!
One unexplained item on the card is a hand.stamp, in black, with a 15 millimetre circle around the
number 24 (see Fig. 3); any suggestions or information would be welcomed (a German postman delivery mark ?-Ed.).
At Blagovyeshchensk, according to Baedeker, one changed to another steamer, almost certainly
larger, for the 600-mile journey (3½ days downstream, 5J upstream) to Khabarovsk, where one could
transfer to a train of the Ussuri railway (line 153-154) and travel 475 miles south to Vladivostok in 32
hours, or continue by steamer three more days to Nikolayevsk, near the mouth of the Amur River on
the Gulf of Tartary. The steamer from Blagovyeshchensk to Nikolayevsk was also a mail run, and I
have a partial cancel (see Fig. 4) on a loose copy of a much later stamp (SG338) that is most probably
a steamer cancel of this route (some 2 mm. larger than Figs. 1 and 2).
The development of the railway system beyond Lake Baikal, and the associated river traffic makes
interesting reading for the period spanning the first twenty years of the century; for it includes the Boxer
rebellion, the Russo-Japanese War, the 1905 Revolution, the Great War, the 1917 Revolution, the Civil
War, the Transbaikal Province, the Amur Republic, the Allied Intervention, the Far Eastern Republic,
and finally the annexation of the Republic to Soviet Russia. In fact, it is surprising that anyone found
the time to build railways and run steamship lines.
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POSTAL STATIONERY-SOME UNUSUAL ITEMS
data from W. Frauenlob and B. Pritt
Our thanks to Messrs. Frauenlob and Pritt for copies of various unusual postal stationery items
which may be unknown to most members:(a) an apparently standard small format 3 kop. card-the front has the Imperial Arms at left,
OTKRYTOE PISMO at top, the impressed stamp at right, 7 lines for the address, and
below, but within the ornate frame:
"I. Na etoi storopye krom adresa po dozvolyaetsya pichego drygago picat
2. Pochtovoe Upravlenie za soderzhanie pisma ne otvyechaec·
On the back, however, in the upper left, appears:
"ZEMSTV0./2 close lines/SHADRINSKAYA/uyezdnaya/ZEMSKAYA
U PRA VA/Permskoi gubernii./ornament/ ...... 188 g./No. followed by rectangle
of 6 dotted lines/ornate arc" (Fig. I on p. 5 of central illustrations).
(h) another apparantly standard 4 kop card, of the UPU inscription type (Cyrillic and French)
with "this side reserved exclusively for the address" in Cyrillic and French below 5 lines for
the address, but with a portrait of Tsar Nicolas 11 in a highly ornate frame under a crown
(Fig. 2); Mr. Frauenlob advises that he also has this printed on newspaper wrappers. and
wonders whether it was of private manufacture. Can a reader help?
(C') a reply paid letter card. This is quite a complicated 4-leaf folding affair. The top two
leaves arc contained within perforations, and the upper leaf is inscribed .. Russie/CarteLettre/avec reponse payee" (plus the Cyrillic equivalents) with 10 Jwp. impressed stamp
to right and Imperial arms to left, and "Detachez la bordure le long du pointillc·· (plus the
Cyrillic equivalent) below. The lower two leaves. printed on the same sic!e, are similar
except that
-the printing is inverted
-"response" replaces "avec reponsc payee"
-the printing is on leaf 3 (i.e. on the lower leaf of this pair when inverted to read)
The folding and licking of the right strips of gum to seal on the outward journey must have
been a perilous process!
(cl) another reply paid letter card, but simpler to use as the reply half is small enough to be
within the perforations of the outgoing half when folded. Again a 4-leaf folding affair,
best described reading upwards. The lower 2 leaves are for the outgoing journey, leaf 4
containing the inscriptions, "PISMO/S OPLACHENNYM OTVYETOM" (card/with
reply paid) centrally, the Imperial Arms to left, a rectangle inscribed "MYESTO/DLYA/
MARKI" to right, over 5 lines with "MYESTO/DLY A/ADRESA" to left of a vertical
line. Unlike (c), the perforations are in straight lines running off the card. The upper
two leaves are contained within a perforated frame, leaf 2 containing being like leaf 4 except
that "DLYA OTVYETA" (Reply) replaces the central inscription.
(e) Similar to (d) except that the outgoing leaves, the lower pair, have the printing on leaf 3,
and the reply pair have the printing inverted on leaf 2. The example reported has been
misperforated in that the perforations which should be around the lower pair of leaves in
fact run between the space for the address and the upper inscriptions on leaf 3-it seems
that the upper (reply) area was never perforated; nevertheless it is folded behind and portions
of a gummed strip adhere to the base of leaf 4.
(/) a Finnish letter card, undated (but presumed pre-first War), with soldier and girl on left of
front (Fig. 3) and single line to guide address writing on right, and the back with six military
pictures plus a small space for the sender's name inscribed 'LAH' over 'AVS' at left of
space. There is a Finnish inscription below these illustrations seemingly reading "TOGO!
ROBBI-la Kirjekuuriiehass Osakeyhua " but it is indistinct (Fig. 4). Can a member
advise, please?
(g) not of philatelic interest, there is a commercial postcard from Smolensk in 1906 which
matches those we have seen from other countries like Sweden, which states effectively 'say
it with the stamp' and ascribes various personal messages to the angle at which the stamp
(in this example, used 7 kop. stamps) is affixed!
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POSTAL SAVINGS BANK STAMPS-PLATE PROOFS AND
COLOUR TRIALS
by Oleg A. Faberge

The following items (all gummed) from my collection may be of some interest to record
Plate Proof "Specimen"
1 Kop block of 10 (5 x 2) printed in the same colours as the issued stamps on the horizontall~
hexagon-watermarked paper in the right hand corner of the sheet. leaving the neighbouring field~
unprinted except for the background of 146 x 63 mm., giving 30 mm. into the right-hand corner and 25mm
onto the space for the gutter and left-hand pane. The word OBRAZETS ('specimen·, is printed 86.5 ,
7 mm. in red 0ncc above the block. and the entire piece is 161 x 74-76 mm.
Colour Trials
The following 12 items are all corner panes of 25 printed evidently in the same size sheets< 1 1·anc,
:'i x 51 on hori1ontally hexagon-watermarked paper:Dcm I 5 Kop brownish orange
imperf.
2 5 Kop green/light brick-red
imperf.
imperf.
3 5 Kop green/light green
4 5 Kop brownish orange/brownish orange imperf.
5 5 Kop yellow brown/light yellow brown perf. 14 x 141
6 10 Kop chocolate brown
imperf.
7 10 Kop red
imperf.
8 10 Kop chocolate brown/light blue
imperf.
imperf.
9 10 Kop chocolate brown/light brick red
IO 10 Kop red/light blue
imperf.
11 10 Kop red/light brick red
imperf.
12 10 Kop red/light yellow brown
perf. 14 x 14J
The background ( if present) is in the second colour. Item 12 is in the colour of the issued I Kop. stamp.
In the middle of the two perf. panes (Items 5 and 12) the word 'PROEKT ('project') is printed hori1on
tall). 14~ mm. long. once across the gutter between the upper and lower panes in bold red letters.

~
MONEY TRANSFER AND PARCEL RECEIPT CARDS-FURTHER NOTES
by Dr. R. J. Ceresa with additional data from B. Evans, W. Frauenlob, M. Lamoureux, Col. A. Prado.
and Dr. T. T. Rutkowska
·1.

Money Transfer Cards-Procedure
At a recent B.S.R.P. meeting some new members of our Society who were living in the R.S.F.S.R
during the early 1920's gave us the benefit of their recollections and confirmed the majority of the conclusions and postulates put forward in my B.J.R.P. 52 article on the use of these postal forms. One
member recalled that there were two postmen who normally delivered mail from the town post office.
One delivered ordinary and registered mail. The other knew most people in the district, was 'well
built,' carried a money pouch and personally delivered the Money Transfer Cards, paying out the cash
from his pouch and receiving the recipient's signature on the card which he retained for return to the
sending office. When the recipient was not known to him, or the recipient was not able to identify
himself, or the addressee was not at home, the card was left so that the recipient could then call at the
post office in due course to collect payment in the normal way.
2. Money Transfer Cards-by Post
The Money Transfer Card from VYERNYI 17.7.21, illustrated in Fig. 1 on p. 6 of central illustrations, has two manuscript messages written 011 the coupon which has been severed (on 28.7.21 at
NARYN, SEMIRYECH., at time of attempted delivery) and rejoined (on 5.10.21 at time of return to
VYERNYI where it was marked 24.10.21). The lower manuscript marking in red states (according
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to our members at that meeting) that the card was retained for the required period of time (probably
two months) and was returned as the addressee cannot be contacted. The upper pencil manuscript
marking says that the returned card has been retained for the required period of time but the original
sender cannot be contacted-so presumably the post office retained the 25,000 Rub. (The 500 Rub.
franking on this card is made up of 25 copies of the 20 kop perf. Arms type revalued with a provisional
'RUB' surcharge at VYERNYI in the Omsk district). It is also of interest to note that the printer's
imprint on this card is "Turkest. p.-t. ok."
Dr. Rutkowska advises that Fig. 2 of B.J.R.P. 52 states 'From the office of His Imperial Majesty
on acceptance of petition' of some kind, and that 50 Rub was the sum paid; the petitioner received the
coupon effectively as a receipt.
Among copies of Money Transfer Cards advised by Mr. Frauenlob were 2 unused cards, one in
blue printed for "Varshav. p.-t. Okr," and the other in red printed for "SPB.P-t."; the latter has a single
posthom above the imprint (on both front and back) as Fig. 10 on p.11 of B.J.R.P. 52 illustrations,
and on the back of the coupon is diagonally printed 'Pismonnago soobshcheniya ne dopuskaetsya'
(i.e. 'messages not allowed') for no known reason.
Mr. Lamoureux has a very similar unused card, preprinted on the back of the coupon for 10
Rub as a 1910 subscription to the journal 'STARYE GODY' ('Olden Times') in St. Petersburg, whose
name is also preprinted as the address; the card is dated. Dec. 1909.
Col. Prado advises a standard card (Kiev p.-t.Okr. imprint) used in Iskorost, Volhynia, 3.12.18,
carrying 2 pairs of the 5 Rub imperf., Kiev II tridents.
Dr. Ceresa also reports that Money Transfer Cards in 1922 were also printed in black ongreyishwhite card; an example is shown on Fig. 2 (converted in manuscript for use as a Parcel Receipt)-it will
be seen that the earlier format of Imperial days is still used although 'POCHTYE' has been simplified
to 'POCHTE,' but there is no printing imprint. This card carries 24 copies of 10,000 R/40R plain
dragon, in 2 blocks; 1 block is lower left sheet corner, and. has plate number 'l' in red (viz. for the surcharge) opposite the 3rd stamp from the foot of the sheet, but halfway between the 3rd and 4th surcharge.
Mr. Frauen1ob advises a standard blue card from Moscow 15.12.23 to Vitebsk 17 and. 20.12.23.
The only adhesive affixed was a 1OOR etiquette obliterated in pencil, but the indication that the fee was
paid seems to have been by manuscript in a large ind;stinct rectangular violet rubber hands'.amp. There
is also a rectangular handstamp with "Blank/Mosk. P-ta" at right and a circular device around a hammer
and sickle at kft.
Dr. Rutkowska writes that the numerals in Fig. 3 of B.J.R.P. 52 appear to be a cipher, as the
manuscript reads "cipher .... " and "cipher checked."
3. Money Transfer Cards-by Telegraph
Mr. Frauenlob advises an unused Card, in blue. Like the used example shown as Fig. 5 on
p. 10 of B.J.R.P 52 illustrations, the wording 'Nikakikh pomarok i popravok ne dopuskaetsya' extends
across the full width of the card (i.P. also under the coupon), whereas on the other Money Transfer Cards
(viz. preprinted for transfer by post or of the dual purpose type) it is clearly only on the main form and
not on the coupon.
4. Money Transfer Cards-Dual Purpose Type
Mr. Frauenlob has acl.vised 5 of these "PEREVOD PO .... " cards, 2 of them unused and all
different, in minor details, from each other. All five have an outlined space in top right corner, about
the size of a vertical pair of small format stamps, containing (according to the unused examples, where
adhesives are not affixed over the space) the words 'Myesto dlya marok' in 3 lines; Fig. 6 on p. 11 of
B.J.R.P. 52 illustrations, in that it does not have this outlined space, or, seemingly, the printed words,
is thus quite different. The 3 used examples are from Gombin (I 1.XII.1904) and Ruda Guzovskaya
(3.V.1905), both Warsaw Gub and by post, and Vengrov, Siecl.lets Gub (9.VIII.1907) by telegraph; the
first is preprinted for the town treasurer's office at Vlotslavsk and the second is addressed in manuscript
for a town treasurer's office (as in Fig. 1 on p. 10 of B.J.R.P. 52 illustrations).
5. Money Transfer from Russia to Abroad
One clear example of a special Card to send money ab:-oacl. has come to my notice (Fig. 6 on p. 7
of central illustrations). As is to be expected, the format is very different, and there is no coupon or
other place for a message. The sum of 5 Rub was sent from Voronovskoe, Tomsk (9.6.1915), where
the Cyrillic label was overstamped with the town name in Rc-mari lettering, via Omsk (15.6.1915) and
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St. Petersburg 2 Eksp (19 and, on back, 25 (?) 6.1915) to 2 grota camp No. 3, Shneidamyul, Germany.
It was sent by Dimitri Rodionov to Roman Rodionov (perhaps by a father to his P.o.W. son?) and the
Card has no stamps nor allocated space for them; there are no arrival marks, although front and back
both carry the '217033' enumerator mark, and one can only postulate how a money transfer system
between belligerents was expected to operate when no intermediary such as the Red Cross agencies in
Scand.inavia is mentioned!
The message on the cut-off coupons are often very interesting and one which we have seen suggests
that money could be transferred abroad, somehow, via the Money Transfer Card system since the message
reads:"Transfer to Jerusalem for the grave of God for a special service. Please when you have received
the money, send the receipt to me. Best wishes and believe in Christ and peace be with you. Olna
Par (feryvich)." (Translated by G. Pos.).
·
At the base of this coupon, on the address side, there seems to be a strike of a Kharkov, dated
(14 Feb 1913 ?), enumerator control cachet as well as the St. Peters burg datestamp. It looks as if this
M.T.C. may have actually been sent to Jerusalem.
6.

Parcel Receipt Cards
It was also pointed out at the recent B.S.R.P. meeting that there was a specific reason for separating
the charges for 'weight' (which was also related to distance sent) and. 'delivery.' The sender normally
expected the parcel to be collected from the post-office to which it was sent. If, however (say in the
case of an elderly recipient), it was required that the parcel be delivered to the addressee at his home,
then an additional charge, the 'DOSTAV,' was made for this service. It seems that very few people
used this service for not one of 128 parcel recipients which J have examined shows any entry against
'DOSTOV.'
Some Parcel Receipt Cards used in late 1921/early 1922 were (like some of the Money Transfer
Cards-see above) printed in black on thin grey or buff card, basically as earlier cards but with the following variants:(a) uninsured parcels: addition of 'No ....... ' after 'BEZ TSYENY' (see Fig. 3 on p. 6 of
central illustrations)
(b) insured parcels: omission of the ruled tablet in the space for the insured value (see Fig. 4).
Another variant for uninsured parcels on a red April 1922 card ("Kharkovskii Pocht ...... " imprint)
bearing 15 x 22, 250 Rub plus 3 x 7500 Rub plus 20 x 10,000 Rub/40 Rub slain dragon horizontal format
adhesives (to pay a total fee of 620,000 Rub) cancelled "VYSOKII KUR" although the label is inscribed
'No.' 298/ Borisovka-/Graivor onskaya/Kurskoi Gub.'' in black with frame and 'Kurskaya Kontr.
Palata' at foot in light blue (the 1912/13 winter Railway Timetable quotes a 'Borisovka' in Kursk Gub,
as a place with a church, pop. 23,713, 19 verst from 'Tamarovka,' a misprint for Tomarovka which is
31 verst from Byelgorod to Gotnya and Basy.-Ed.), is that 'Mater' is printed. below 'Dostav' in the
printed tablet (Fig. 5 on p. 6 of central illustration). This particular card shows a continental crossed
'Z' in manuscript to cancel the spaces in the tablet for 'Dostav' and 'Mater,' (a procedure I believe was
probably officially required but rarely observed during the Civil War and early Soviet period).
Col. Prado has advised. 2 C.O.D. pre-war Cards, as Figs. 9 and 10 on p. 11 of B.J.R.P. 52 illustrations, at the top, but with the tablets containing 'Mater.' in the sequence 'Vyesov./Strakh./Dostav./
Kommis./Mater./ ...... /ltogo.' These two cards are St. Petersburg 3 Eskp. 27.4.05 (label as Fig. 10
on p. 11 of B.J.R.P. 52, but manuscript 'G' instead of stamped 'D') and Lodz I Town Office 21.6.05,
so 'Mater.' is not restricted to 1922 uninsured parcel forms.
Mr. Frauenlob has advised another C.O.D. Card., from Novozybkov, which in 1908 has a continental crossed 'Z' in manuscript to cancel the unwanted spaces in the tablet (this time 'Dostav.' and
'Kommis.').
Can anyone explain the significance of 'Mater.' or offer further information on the use of the continental crossed 'Z' on these tablets?

7.

Parcel Receipt Card Wrapper
Through the kindness of Mr. Barrie Evans we have now seen an original wrapper which confirms
the sending of Parcel Receipt Cards to a central archive. The wrapper carries no adhesives but has the
wax impressed seal of the Vengrov Post Office, which is as one would expect for an 'inter-post-office'
communication. The wrapper reads:
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"The total in the parcel numbered, tied with string and cancelled with the treasury stamp
(fiscal) are 67 (sixty-seven) sheets.
Head of the Division
(signed)
P.T. clerk
(signed)
The contents of parcel are parcel-accompanied addresses of the delivered parcels without
and with value in the month February 1913 by the Vengrov P.T."
The portion of the wrapper containing the upper portion of this inscription, and the wax seal. is shown
at the top of p. 8 of central illustrations.
8.

P.O. Receipts
Dr. Ceresa has submitted 3 thin receipts slips, each with two receipts which carry cancelled stamps.
on the back. The first two have enumerator numbers at the top, 94 and 95 respectively, and there are
presumably page numbers-as receipts are Nos. 461 and 462 on the former but 465 and 466 on the latter,
the originals would seem to be 5 receipts per page. These are torn out on the left-hand edge and scissorcut at the foot, but the right-hand edges are perforated.
These 2 slips are headed "Parcel addresses, from and to"; line I is the receipt number: line 2
is "insured for ...... rub." line 3 is "C.O. D. for ...... rub ....... kop"; line 4 is "weight ...... for ..... .
lot'"; lines 5 and 6 are "address; lines 7 and 8 are "name"; line 9 is "paid by stamps for. ..... r ...... k."';
line 10 is "accepted." Only the upper receipt on each slip (and therefore presumably only the upper
receipt per page) carries the cancellation of the office, in this instance Petrograd 3 Eksp. code ·m·, both
dated 19.5.19. It so happens that none of these 4 receipts was C.O.D., but insured 'values range from
200 to I ,000R; amounts paid 'varies from !OR !Ok to 36R 20k and the adhesives applied to each receipt
correspond exactly to these sums (on I of the receipts the 70k brown 'Kerensky' sword-breaking-chain
adhesive occurs to contribute to a total of I 5R 90k).
The third slip is for receipts Nos. 148 and 149, also Petrograd 3 Eksp code •k' dated 15.6.19;
both receipts were C.O.D. and again amounts paid and adhesi've applied correspond exactly. (there is
no cancellation on the front of this slip, which aligns with the 5-per-page theory propounded above).
All entries appear to be carbon copies, so the top copy was perhaps handed to the sender of the
parcel. We hope to write later on what might have been to the right of the perforations. All 3 slips
have a vertical line down through the entries; on the first two it starts near the top of the upper receipt.
again indicating that they came from the top of longer strips.
9.

Customs Label Form
Mr. Fraucnlob has supplied a copy (Fig. 7 on p. 7 of central illustrations) of the front of a Russian
and French customs form which apparently also served as a parcel despatch form, bl!ing (like the Parcel
Receipt Card) headed 'Coprovoditelnyi adres' but the remaining details relate more to customs than
the parcel receipt duty. This copy is from St. Petersburg 3 Eksp. (code 'x') 13.3.11 via Kibarti. Suvalki
Gub 14.3.11 (o/s) and the rrankfurt/Karlsruhe/Basel T.P.O. (Zug 2) 29.3.11 (n/s) to Berne. Switzerland
1.4.11.

TWO LEVANT NOTES:

11

SINOP" IDENTIFIED

by Dr. T. T. Rutkowska
With reference to Mr. David Morrison's query in B.J.R.P. 53, I would advise that Sinop is a
furkish town in Asia Minor, being a port on the south shore of the Black Sea; in 1913 the population
of 10,000. It was once a flourishing republic, and 1853 the Admirals Kornilov and Nachimov defeated
and burned the Turkish Fleet there.
. . .. ---
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1914 WAR CHARITY VARIETY: A NEW DISCOVERY

by \', . Fraucnlob
The 10 kop stamp with the .. Broken Lance.. variety is well known-it occurs 4 times on the 100shcet, on Nos. 43, 47, 93 and 97. The Michel catalogue quotes an excess of 300% for this variety.
Now I can report the new discovery of a second variety, a protruberancc on the left side of the ·o·
of the righthand '10' (sec illustration on p. 8 of the central illustrations). It occurs only twice on. the
sheet, on Nos. 31 and 81, and in my opinion is a mark introduced by the engraver. I would price this
variety at 20 Swiss francs.
It is encouraging to feel that, more than 60 years after these stamps were first issued, a new varict)·
can be reported. It is important, I submit, that such discoveries should be placed on record-· perhaps
others have other varieties for these pages?
---- ·-·-. ·-·-----

-

TPO ROUTE 115
by Rev. Leonard L. Tann

I have just been re-reading B.J.R.P. 52 and 53, about the Omsk-Tiumen railway. Granted all
the philatelic information, it may be of interest to note that it was certainly in general use in April/May
1918.

When Commissar Yakovlev took the Imperial Family from Tobolsk, he took. them to Tiumcn
station. But instead of the train travelling west to Moscow, he took the train eastwards to the junction
at Omsk. He claimed that he wanted to avoid the rabid bolsheviks of Ekatcrinburg. and ta.kc the alternative line via Chclyabinsk. There is a possibility that he was a monarchist sympathiser and was trying
to assist the Tsar to escape. Historically, it is clear the line was not only completed by then but in
general operation. otherwise his action could never have been contemplated.

1916-17 ROMANOV CURRENCY TOKENS
by Rev. Leonard L. Tann

Jn 8.J.R.P. 53 (p. 29), in my resume of the scope of the Romanov Jubilee issue in general. I noted
the currency-token issues as follows:
First Imperial Issue ()Ok, 15k and 20k values) October 1915.
Second Imperial Issue (lk. 2k and 3k values) June 1916.
Second Imperial Issue adjustment, late June/early July 1916, 1/lk, 2/2k.
Republican Issue, {1/lk, 2/2k, 3k, no eagle on inscription) March/April 1917.
Dates of Issue for Second Imperial Issue and its Adju,tment
I would like here to clarify points about the dating of the Second Imperial Issue. that ic; the three
low values, and the adjustment, the overprinting I on I k and 2 on 2k.
Most major catalogues give January 1917 as the date of issue of this Second Imperial Issue. The
specialised handbook of Russia issued by the Cercle Philatelique France-U.R.S.S. (Paris 1964) likewise
conforms to that dating (p. 74). However, our late colleague, Dr. G. B. Salisbury seems to suggest an
earlier date (B.J.R.P. No. 9, 1952, p. 235) namely June 1916. Not only was Dr. Salisbury an eminent
student of these issues, but clearly recalled some personal connection with Russian stamps, though he
was only of tender years at the time. How can we reconcile ourselves to this variant dating?
It must be pointed out that the First Imperial Issue of the !Ok, I 5k. and 20k tokens was almost
invariably pinpointed as being issued in November 1915, until a cover franked with these tokens appeared
-clearly cancelled in October of that year. On that basis our dating was revised, and moved back a month.
Presumably should another cover suddenly see the light of day with an earlier cancel, we would again
revise our dating. The difficulty is, not only are covers now unlikely to appear, but postal use of these
tokens were actually prohibited. Thus covers bearing them (though in defiance-or maybe ignoranceof the law) will be relatively few, irrespective of the numbers actually used for postage. Thus we are
entitled to say two factors assist us in ftxing a date for issue; such information as to their appearance
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in general circulation, banks, &c., and their appearance on clearly postmarked covers. Unlike formal
stamp issues, which are given specific dates, these tokens were to replace currency in short supply, so
would have been issued generally when needed.
By mid-1916 it is clear that a shortage of the lowest value copper coins had occurred. This
prompted the Authorities to proceed with their plans for issuing the lk, 2k and 3k Romanov cliches
on card intending to use them as coinage. It would seem that eye-witness evidence is at variance. In
that case we must turn to existing covers. If issued in June/July 1916 period, one would expect to find
at least one or two items used in the period June/July to December 1916. Has anyone such an item?
Is there record of such an item? Certainly they are known used, but apparently from Jan. 1917 onwards.
Certainly they were printed earlier, perhaps as early as June/July 1916, but when did they filter through
to the public?
Having thought about this point at length-and I would be glad to receive further information
or corroboration from readers on the point-I would adopt January 1917 tentatively, though refrain
from being dogmatic on the point.
It is further clear, that owing to the fraudulant interference, the lk and 2k supplies were overprinted
on the face with the large number '1' or '2' to clarify the value beyond doubt. It is an overprint and
not a surcharge. The overprint in no way affected the face value of the token. This overpint was applied
within a few weeks, perhaps less, of the general issue of these values. If we adopt June/July 1916 then
by mid-August the overprint appeared. If we adopt January 1917, then by the first week in February
the overprinted copies appeared. One is clearly dependant on the other.
So to clarify this point:
First Imperial Issue (10k, 15k and 20k values) October 1915.
Second Imperial Issue (lk, 2k, 3k values) January 1917 (possibly summer/autumn 1916).
Second Imperial Issue adjustment (1/lk, 2/2k) February 1917 (possibly autumn 1916).
Republican Issue, March/April 1917.
Further information warmly welcomed.
Marginal Marks on overprinted Currency Tokens: 1917

The overprints on the 1 and 2k tokens were a large '1' or '2' on the face of the stamp.
Most sheets of Russian stamps had the margins trimmed before being issued to post offices. It
was a precaution against the margins being used to print forged stamps on genuine Government paper.
We know from the 1916 surcharges on the existing 7k and 14k stamps that in addition to the plate
number appearing in the margin corner, usually the lower left corner, a marginal marking indicating the
overprint plate was also found.
Since the currency-tokens would be torn up to serve as individual 'coinage' rather than in blocks
for multiples, not many are known with margin. Do any members have copies of the overprinted 1/lk
and 2/2k with margin showing any overprint markings at all? I would like to hear of the details please.

10 and 20 Kop SURCHARGE ON ROMANOV ISSUE
by Rev. Leonard L. Tann

Further to my note on the 1916 surcharges (B.J.R.P. 53) I have copies of the Romanov 7k
Nicholas II with the 10k surcharge clearly cancelled in 1916. Stanley Gibbons persistantly give 1.1.17
as the date of Romanov surcharged stamps. As has been said umpteen times before, the post offces
were closed on Jan. 1st because it was a public holiday. Secondly enough copies exist postmarked in
1916 to make it abundantly clear that these are not examples of pre-release use, but genuinely issued
copies. We must fix date of issue as being Septemb:!r 1916 as for the surcharge on the 7k and 14k of
the Arms series too.
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WEST UKRAINE-THE "VIENNA" UNISSUED PRINTINGS

by Ian L. G. Baillie
I have no direct knowledge to contribute, but wish to advise members of a "handout' over the
name of Adolph Ernst, Palos Verdes Estates, Calif., U.S.A, evidently circulated irt 1975, which was
forwarded to me by Peter Ashford and expresses his concern about the "Vienna 1" and "Vienna 2"
sets.
Vienna l: listed, unl?riced, in Zumstein; listed in the 1966 Seichter catalogue-set of 5_(3 imperf,
2 perf) at 110 DM. Ernst explains that this set is understood to have been ordered by the West Ukraine
Postal Dept. on a Vienna printing company ("allegedly the Wiener Staatsdruckerei") but not to have
been delivered due to Polish occupation. He then states that a European had just offered him 23,500 sets
and that Dr. Seichter had agreed with him that his list price needed correction. An auction lot of the
set in blocks of 90 is mentioned.
Vienna II: set of 12 listed by Dr. Seichter at 600DM. Ernst queries why a further set could have
been ordered and printed, as the purchaser never even took delivery of the first set, and he speculates
that a spurious issue might be an explanation; he also expresses concern that there might be significant
quantity, not yet released.
Comment: unless a positive statement is available to the contrary, it seems that we should as
collectors regard both these issues as liable to move into the 'wallpaper' category (to copy Ernst's nomenclature) as the quantity offer must lead one to be sceptical over statements that the bulk printings were
in fact, as· has been suggested, destroyed. One final thought: the 60-sheet Ukraine shagiv sheets which
came to light some 15 years ago are also understood to have emanated from the Austrian State Printing
Works-one hopes that no further quantities of any B.S.R.P. sphere material is liable to "come to light"
in the future, from that or any other source !

THE RUSSIAN REFUGEE POST-Part I: A Summary of Background Information

by J. 0. Moyes
(Note: Readers are requested to refer to the Editorial for observations on the significance of this major
article.-Ed.). ·

The Refugee Post has been a subject of contention for some time. Most of the published inform~
ation deals with the surcharge alone, but to draw any conclusion as to the status of the post it is necessary
to look at the supposed functioning of the system as well, and this is the purpose of the present article.
We are led to believe that the Post operated from early December 1920 and was organised to fulfil an
essential need, for the refugees in the camps to maintain contact with each other, that couriers drawn
from Wrangel's army carried the mail between the camps, and that the cost of the service was covered
by the sale of stamps. These points need to be examined from the factual evidence available. Firstly
though, mention must be made of the most disturbing information so far published on the Post.
Published Views of Late Mr. A. Rosselevitch
.
.
In Rossica 55-7, Rosselevitch published a resume of some papers he hail obtained which had
apparently belonged to the man behind the issue of the stamps. The findings can be summarised as
follows: to provide funds for the refugees, the stamps were to be prepared in large numbers for sale to
collectors. As dealers would not buy without evidence of their use, covers were to be prepared for this
purpose, before the cancels were sent out to the camps, together with information on numbers printed.
Rosselevitch tells us that once he obtained the cancels back from the camps at the supposed close of the
Post, this man proceeded to produce many covers and quantities of stamps for his own purposes.
Although implying that the issue was a speculation from the start, Rosselevitch believed that genuine
covers existed and that a post of sorts operated.
The surcharges were produced by V. M. Essayan (of Armenia fame). Rosselevitch quotes a
document signed December 17th, 1920 whereby Essayan sold 300,000 Russian stamps to the Army
government, surcharged them and kept 10 %as payment for himself. A second agreement signed February 23rd, 1921 for the ornamental surcharges deals with stamps provided by the Army government.
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Essayan kept 2 % of these as payment. After printing, the stones were supposedly destroyed.
Among the Rosselevitch papers were many fabrications of the true position prepared for the
benefit of stamp dealers, and he admitted that it was difficult to sort out truth from fiction, but I believe
we can accept the first of these contracts. Covers exist dated before December 17th, 1920. The contract stipulated three weeks for the work involved, giving 7th January, 1921 as the last day for completion. If this were to be used as evidence for dealers and is a fake document it is unlikely that covers
would have been prepared. bearing earlier dates; similarly, if genuine covers existed with earlier dates
there WO!ild be no need to -prepare a fake contract post-dated to them as a genuine one would already
exist. If we accept this as a genuine contract then we cannot accept that any postal system operated in
December 1920 using specific surcharges.
Setting the Rosselevitch articles aside, the facts that we can be sure of are:
1. Quantities of material became available to the trade in the 1920's and quantities still abound.
2. Many complete sheets still exist and these show various settings. These are not conducive
to a single printing. All values exist in at least two settings except the small 10,000R plain.
3. The guarantee mark "THALS PARIS," found on the back of many unacceptable sur~
charges, is the handstamp of the man responsible for the issue of the stamps.
4. A leading London dealer, resident in Paris i:p. the 1920's, confirms that there was a man
who was party to the production of the stamps was active in the preparation of Wrangel
surcharges in that city at that time, living in the very same building as himself. Forged
covers made with the genuine cancels were also being produced there by the same man.
Dr. R. J. Ceresa informs me that a very prominent dealer admitted to him that he too was
a party to the production of forged covers. By agreement with the Editor it is considered
best that names, though known, should be withheld.
These four points bear out in part the Rosselevitch findings. We can accept that most stamps
around are not from the original printing and that manufactured covers exist.
The Camps

But what about genuine covers and the camps from which they emanate? Little attention has
been paid in the past to the camps themselves. It is surely from these that we can find out the possible
extent of the Wrangel systein, when it could have operated and which camps, through weight of numbers
or need to correspond with separated families, would have had cause to use a new system. The Wrangel
Post, to be considered genuine, must have been for the benefit of the refugees. We are led to believe
it was organised to fulfil an essential need. How great this need was at each camp can be examined from
the available evidence. A new system, operating on a restricted basis admittedly but still in opposition
to the Allied and Turkish Posts, if it did not fulfil an essential need, must be of dubious origin.
Cancellations

Kethro & Baillie, pp. 461/5 of B.J.R.P. 16, defined 8 Types for the Wrangel post cancellations;
by adding Types 9 and 10 I would extend their system as follows:Group 1: Single Outer Ring Types (note 9 below)
Type 1 : town name in sans-serif capitals·- and lower case, curved
Type 2: town name in serif capitals; otherwise as Type 1
Type 3: two alternative towµ names given, setif and sans-serif; changed ornament
Type 4: as Type 3 but upper town name in capitals; serif; ornaments omitted
Type 5: as Type 1 but ornaments as Type 3
Type 6: town name in sans-serif lower case, straight; ornaments in 3 clusters
Group 2: Double Outer Ring Types (note 9 below)
Type 7: town name in serif capitals; ornament as Type 1
Type 8: as Type 7 but town name in sans-serif capitals; ornament simpler
Group 3: Other Types
Type 9: straight line namestamp
Type 10: intaglio seal

The Types of cancellations for the various camps are as follows; the Kethro & Baillie 1954 (op.cit.)
rarity classification (l=commonest, 5=extremely rare) is repeated for reference:Page 22
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Camp
Type Rarity
CONSTANTINOPLE (PERA):
1 l(Note 9)
10 (Note 1)
ditto
2
3
ANTIGONA
BELGRADE
2 l(Note 9)
4
3
BERNADOTTE (San Stefano)
2
4
BIZERTA
BUYUK-DERF
8
2
2 (Note 2)
CANROBERT
2
4
CATTARO: (One 'TJ
(Two 'T's)
l (Note 3)
7
3
CHATALDJA
2 (Note 2)
GALATARIA
2
l
GALLIPOLI

Camp
Type Rarity
KHALKI:
2
5
II
2
5
ditto
7
1
LAGER LANN (Zaiton Burnu) 3 2(Note 4)
2
1
LEMNOS
PROTI
6 4(Note 5)
PRINKIPO
2 (Note 6)
ditto
5
5
SELIMIE (Haid.a Pasha)
4
2
SCUTARI
2 5(Note 7)
TEREPAIA
8
3
TUZLA :
2
1
ll
2
4
VARNA
9 (Note 8)
Note 1: The Type 10 Constantinople seal type is almost certainly a cachet of the Refugee Aid
BtITeau. It is seen cancelling unaddressed covers usually bearing ornamental surcharges. It may have
found its way into wrong hands or more likely was used. to cancel covers "Par Complaisance" for collectors and dealers, making them genuine souvenirs of the time.
.
Note 2: A few words should be ad.d.ed about the cancels from Canrobert and Galatania. In
B.J.R.P . 28 Kethro reported that a Mr. S. Salzer oflstanbul had visited these 2 camps, and that he had
some Wrangel stamps on blank paper with their cancellations ('par complaisance' as in Note 1 ?-Ed.).
Rosselevitch states that only Canrobert received the stamps, but that none was actually sold there. The
Canrobert and Galatania cancels have never been seen on cover but, in London a few years ago, examples
of these cancels, described as 'essays,' were offered at auction used on small pieces tying Wrangel smcharges (presumably as Mr. Salzer's examples).
Other examples should exist but must be scarce. It
.seems that these 2 cancels were not available in Paris for preparing forged covers.
Note 3 : Not recorded by Kethro & Baillie -see Note 11 below for further comment
Note 4: For style, see Note 11 below.
Note 5: Now known to exist with 'PROTr in 2 sizes---large and small
Note 6 : Now known as Type 2 as well as Type 5.
Note 7 : Kethro & Baillie knew this mark to exist, but had not seen it-now seen and known to
be Type 2.
Note 8: The straight line Type 9 Varna is unique but is almost surely a fake. It exists on a cover
which also bears another postal system's cancel. The Wrangel stamp and the straight "Varna" appear to
have been added to the envelope, which is from the Russian school at Vama to the Russian church at
Athens. Athens did not have a Refugee camp.
Note 9: Forged cancels of Belgrade and Constantinople (Pera) exist, The top half is correct
but the bottom wrong. The lettering of Constantinople is too small while the first letter is 4½mm. from
the lower line of the date instead of 2mm. in the genuine. Neither does it show the bulge often present
at the side of the genuine. The Belgrade forgery also has too great a spacing between the lower line
of the date and the first letters. These two cancels are seen together on obviously manufactured pro•ductions dated April 1921. They usually have ridiculous combinations of stamps, but sometimes just
two 5,000R. The address always reads 'Russian Post Belgrade' in violet or black ink.
Note 10: All the single ring types have an identical top half and appear to be made of rubber.
They were presumably made from the same mould, and the camp names may well have been detach.able. The double rings also have identical top halves, but in a different style of lettering.
Note 11: One would expect all cancels ordered at the same time to be in an identical style. As
the bulk of them are of Type 2 it seems logical that this type was the original order. In Type 1 we must
.accept Constantinople (Pera) the commonest cancel of all, if we can accept any; the Cattaro Type 2
mark looks dubious, however, as we already have a Type 2 cancel for Cattaro and Type 1 contains no
others. Types 3 and 4 as they are for camps with two names, may have been intentionally prepared
in this style at the same time as Type 2. However, the odd mixture of serif and sans-serif letters on the
Lann cancel and the addition of the word camp-'Lager'-look dubious. The position and distance
between 'Lager Lann' and 'Zaiton Burnu' vary from strike to strike and too much to be caused by pressure; this is not seen on any other cancels. The four Group 2 double rings cancellors must have been
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prepared at a different date to the others. For some strange reason, the common cancel for Khalki II
is included. Chataldja Camp was a large camp for the soldiers and was nearer to Constantinople than
the other military camps. It was opened at the final evacuation and should through its size have been
included in any plans for a system at its inception but it does not have a cancel apparently ordered with
the others for the military camps.
The Establishment of Camps

I have had some difficulty in locating published information on the subject of the camps. The
numerous histories of the Civil War give little more than a passing reference to the refugees once they
had left the Crimea. Wrangel's own memoirs also offer little and make no mention of the Post either.
Mr. P. T. Ashford has informed me that he found little of consequence in a search through copies of
The Times of the period and my thanks are offered to him as this has saved me the task of doing it myself.
Having found nothing available in print, I have gone to the source and searched through the original
government files of the time at the U.K. Public Records Office, and this has proved profitable. The
following is a summary of information obtained from these official British government documents, and
a comparison of the facts with the features of the Refugee Post in the form we are led to believe it took.
One political file from the Portugal Street office seems to be permanently unl;l.vailable, and it may well
contain more information. French and American cabinet papers and naval files could well offer much
more.
An enormous number of refugees left Russia after the Revolution, most of whom made their
own way, originally settling in Europe, mainly in France and Germany. This group is separate from
those who passed through the refugee camps. The occupants of these camps were all evacuees either
from Novorossiisk and other ports in early 1920 or the final evacuation from Crimea in November 1920.
The first camps were set up after the British Government gave a guarantee to Denikin that the
wives and children of his officers would be removed from Novorossiisk and other Black Sea ports to
safety should the need arise. This was given as a boost to the morale of the Volunteer Army who were
losing the will to fight through fears for the safety· of their families should the worst come. The first
shipload left for Prinkipo in the Hannover on 26th Jan., 1920 and was followed by seven others, at various
dates up to 23rd March. 8,579 left Novorossiisk alone on these, and thousands more from other ports.
Between January 20th and March 18th five hospital ships left with 2,844 wounded. A joint RussianBritish Military Investigating Committee vetted all applicants to leave on these vessels and, with the
exception of a few aged and infirm men and the wounded, all those who left were army officers' wives and
families.
The camps opened to receive them were Prinkipo (1,600 plus), Lemnos (4,000), Egypt (3,000),
Cyprus (1,500) and camps in Serbia (8,000). It is believed that those at Prinkipo were split up among
the Prince's Islands group.
·
To look after the interests of these refugees a Refugee Aid Bureau was set up at Constantinople
after their arrival. Mail from the Black Sea for the soldiers' families was passed through this Bureau,
which applied a large circular cachet to it. Dr. Wortman illustrates one of these in B.J.R.P. No. 38
which was handled by the British while Rosselevitch had two from Eupatoria to Lenmos handled by the
French in September 1920. The Allies were therefore dealing with correspondence to the refugee camps
at this time.
The November 1920 evacuation concerned far more refugees than the earlier one. They left in
French and Russian vessels with U.S. Navy support, while the British Navy was an onlooker. The
British Government washed its hands of Wrangel in June 1920, ostensibly as he acted against its advice
in attempting a counter offensive against the Soviets while they were occupied with the Poles in the West.
However, a reply to the British Military Mission at Novorossiisk which had asked for an increase in
numbers, reads, "Figure (personnel) cannot be increased and will only allow maximum establishment
all ranks, Army, 1,400; R.A.F., 400; Navy, 100, until 31st March. Mission to be then gradually reduced
terminating 30th June." This is dated 13th Feb., 1920 (Deniken was still in charge) and is not countermanded by subsequent instructions. The British Government was attempting to negotiate trade treaties
with. the Soviet Government so the move seems political expediency. While the strict neutrality in
November was observed by the Royal Navy, this was noted favourably in Moscow (according to Carr,
who had access to official Soviet documents of the time).
Some new camps had been prepared to receive the refugees in Novemb~r but nowhere near enough
space was available. In the first week of December 1920, 39,000 were still not disembarked, anchored
at Constantinople. Thousands more were just wandering around the city. A report from the senior
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naval officer here reads, "The congestion of Russian refugees at Constantinople and especially the Pera
side of the Golden Horn has now become so grave and such a menace to the safety of the city that the
Allied High Commission have requested the General Officers C. in C. to arrange for the collection of all
Russians who are not in possession of proper passports with a view to transferring them to a camp."
This is dated 6th Dec., 1920, and the operation was to be completed three days later. The extreme confusion at Constantinople continued throughout December and the idea of a properly organised new postal
system operating in the city among the refugee camps at this time is out of the question. The Allies
had filled the immediately available camps in November but still more refugees had to be housed somewhere, and overcrowding was a major problem. The vast majority were eventually placed in camps
outside Constantinople in any country that would take them. Until this was finalised and the Bureau
able to record who was where, nobody in one camp was in a position to correspond with anyone in
another.
Those refugees whose papers were in order and were self supporting, either through friends, or
possessions of items of value brought from the Crimea and sold, or who had found work, settled in
Constantinople outside the camps, drifted away or left for other countries. Only a minority of civilian
refugees at Constantinople were ever in a camp.
.
No precise figures for all refugees could be found by the authorities. At Constantinople alone
by March 1921, 10,000 originally registered were listed whereabouts unknown. The bulk of the refugees
however were not at Constantinople. The following gives the numbers at each camp at certain dates
and concentrates firstly on those away from Constantinople and then on those around that city. The
figures given are the best approximations that the Allies could find but, exact or not, they give a clear
enough picture of the position at each camp.
The Function and Operation of the Post
a.-At the Military Camps

These contained the soldiers evacuated in November 1920 and were easily the largest camps.
Bizerta should perhaps be included but is dealt with later for convenience.
1. Gallipoli-Specifically opened to receive troops in November. 18,000 were sent here originally, but by the end of March 1921 there were 28,000. It closed December 1921 according to official
records when the final 7,000 left for Bulgaria. Wrangel himself says that it closed in the Spring of 1923.
2. Lemnos (Mudros)-This camp was opened for .the women and children in early 1920 and held
4,000 of them. They were transferred to Serbia before the arrival in November of 17,600 soldiers. This
figure rose to 26,960 by the end of March 1921. The camp was originally controlled by the British who
handed over to the French around 25th Jan., 1921.
3. Chataldja (Hademkuy)-'{his camp was specifically opened in November 1920 for the reception of 22,000 soldiers, but conditions were so appalljng that they were dispersed elsewhere. Rioting
was feared among the Cossacks here and they were transferred to their comrades at Lemnos, while
Gallipoli and camps in Serbia took the rest. The camp closed the first week in April 1921.
Cancels exist for all three of these camps, They were all open November 1920 and stayed open
for the supposed duration of the Post, apart from Chataldja from April onwards. They should all
have been included in any comprehensive system from the start through size, so the odd double ring
Chataldja cancel is hard to understand.
4. Camps in Serbia-These camps held soldiers, their families and some civilians. 8,000 dependants of the soldiers were brought here in March 1920 by arrangement with the Serbian Government.
The 4,000 women and children from Lemnos came prior to November to swell numbers higher. The
French then left 22,000 soldiers here in November but no arrangement with the Serbs had been made for
these. There was nowhere near large enough to take this final group and they were split up in small
camps, as has been the others, throughout the entire country. These scattered camps numbered no
less than 220. The largest were:
(a) Cattaro Bay (Kotor)-This was not one camp but four, plus four hospitals spread around the
bay. The main camp held 2,250 in three large hangars at a seaplane base, while the others were Rosario ·
with 1,000 in four large huts, Lepetan with 554 in three large stone buildings and Ostra with 200 Cossacks.
Another 1,000 were in the hospitals. These figures are from 6th Feb., 1921 and had not varied from this
much during the life of the camps. They were all open from at least December 1920. To relieve the
congestion here, some 1,000 were dispersed to other Serbian camps at the end of February 1921. All
camps and hospitals were run by the American Red Cross, without other Allied assistance.
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(b) Ragusa (Dubrovnik)-Around 1,000 in the Austrian barracks within the fortress.
(c) Split-Originally 460 rising to four figures.

(d) Bakar (near Rijeka)-All refugees landed here were transferred to the interior of Horuatia.
(Hrvatska). There were about 4,000.
(e) Nish-This is by the Bulgarian border and housed those transferred from Bulgaria. No
precise figures but several hundred.
(f) Ptui-A special camp for 735 schoolboys. By 1st March 1921 there were still 6,634 children
in camps in Serbia.
All the other Serbian refugees were in small groups, widespread amongst numerous towns and
villages, and these camps held from a few dozen to one to two hundred each.
None of the above has a cancel except Cattaro. We do, though, have a cancel for Belgrade
which was not a camp. Belgrade was the centre for Serbian refugee aid. A Russian High Commission
was founded here early in 1920 to administer the funds available for relief work. After speculation
with the money by some of the officials in charge, this was replaced by a Russian-Serbian Joint Committee.
The Belgrade cancel is referred to in various articles as being used at a camp there but the city was only
the administrative centre. Wrangel eventually made his headquarters here and in 1925 built the Russian Orthodox Church of Svete Trojice.
If Belgrade (without a camp) were included in the system while (apart from Cattaro) no other
Serbian camps were, we can only argue that Belgrade acted as a central office for mail from the campsin other words a sep:irate system in Serbia within the Wrangel system. If mail were not cancelled until
it reached Belgrade, distribution of stamps was unnecessary. Many couriers would be needed as the
refugees were widespread over the whole country. Rosselevitch mentions a document relating to the
appointment of a Postmaster for Belgrade and three couriers to carry the mails. Giving each seventyfive camps or one-third of the country, whichever was most convenient, how long would each round
trip take, in a country recovering from the ravages of war, with limited communications, poor roads,
few railways and a greatly variable terrain? A Red Cross report seen, dealing with a short journey
along part of the Dalmatian coast by an official to see things at first hand, says that only a handful of
camps could be visited inside ten days, less than one a day, and this along a fairly convenient coast
road. Rosselevitch's c.ocument must be a fictional one for the dealers' benefit.
However many couriers were used, deliveries must have been spasmodic without a back-up organisation. The Wrangel system was supposed to be independent, and thus was in competition to the
Serbian system, which of course did have some organisation throughout the country. The Wrangel
system could not have been a faster service and what chance is there of the Serbs allowing a competing
system anyway?
Can we find reasons for Cattaro to be a central office? In addition to the reasons against Belgrade being one, we can add that Cattaro was the most southern of Serbian camps, the furthest from the
others, not equi-distant from them. Many refugees were on the Austrian border. Others camps on
the Dalmatian coastline would have been better positioned as central offices. Any of these would
have had accessable harbours for couriers arriving by sea. Cattaro was simply the first reached. It
had strategic importance in World War II-the Axis Powers occupied it as a naval base. Cattaro Bay
is a natural harbour but due to the problems of distribution inland it is not and was not an important
port of call for merchant vessels which used the other Dalmatian ports instead. Today the population
of the whole area is only 5,000.
Cattaro covers do not show Belgrade transits so do not purport to have passed through that city
as a central Serbian office. We cannot argue that the Cattaro camps were the only Serbian camps in
the system, and did not act as a central office. The central office argument is the only justification for
the possible use of the Cattaro cancel. A special post linking a remote 15 % of the Serbian refugees
with other camps many miles away at Constantinople and elsewhere, but not with those on the same
coastline as itself, was hardly a system for the refugees' benefit.
There was no Russian Army administration at Cattaro as there was at Belgrade, so we can dismiss
the idea of official couriers from Wrangel's staff also carrying mail for refugees here as such couriers
would have been infrequent visitors.
If Belgrade and Cattaro were central offices then some indications of origin other than these
places should be seen regularly on covers from them. I have not seen any such covers. Occasionally
a cover to Belgrade includes an apparent camp name in the address. Haverbeck illustrates one bearing
the address "GOROD NOVII SAD," but in a familiar handwriting similar to that on other covers seen
(I have one from Antigone), a point Rosselevitch so rightly stresses as a feature of Wrangel mail.
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How could the system in Serbia have paid for itself? The funds in Serbia were in joint RussianSerbian hands and unnecessary schemes for spending these had been effectively stopped before the
Wrangel post started. The Allies were providing the money, not Wrangel's staff. The money was paid
through the Red Cross units outside of Serbia, partly through the Red Cross and partly through the
Joint Committee in Serbia itself. The post had to pay for itself to justify its existence. The money
in Wrangel's staff's hands was minimal, only paying its own administrative costs. Postage fees in
Wrangel Rubies were worthless to everyone.
If, against all the odds, a system did operate in Serbia then (a) Post Offices in each camp; (b)
Special adhesives at each camp; (c) Distinctive cancels at each camp, were never part of it. These are
the characteristics of the Wrangel Post so it did not operate in the established form if at all. Stampless
Wrangel covers do not exist between two Serbian camps, or any other. I believe we can reject all Belgrade and Cattaro covers.
b-Other Camps Outside the Vicinity of Constantinople
If no special fee-paying, stamp-issuing, cancel-using intercamp Wrangel Post existed in Serbia
this would not deny the existence of such a system elsewhere. Simple convenience could have been the
criterion for inclusion in the system, the convenience of collecting and delivering mail by couriers on
round trips, the distance from other camps and the distance from the centre of operations at Pera, or it
could have been the size of the camps or the need of the occupants for a system (e.g. wives to keep contact with husbands in the military camps) or it could have been the cost of maintaining a service at each
camp. What it should have been, costs allowing, was a system uniting those families which had been
separated. With the civilians leaving at the final evacuation, such a system would have relatively little
concern as the Allies, through the various Red Cross units, managed in most cases to transfer separated
families of civilians at Constantinople (where most of the civilians were) between the camps to bring
them together, while most such families managed to stay together anyway. The families which matter
are those of the soldiers. Those who left in November 1920 were re-united to an extent in Serbia but
those from the earlier January/March evacuation were still in the camps originally set up for them and
these particular camps are the ones which must have been included in any genuine system for the refugees'
benefit. Again we must make the proviso that the cost of maintaining the service would allow for its
operation, which in turn depends on the other criteria mentioned.
If distance from other camps mattered let us consider the camp at Bizerta, the most distant of
all from Constantinople and from any camp elsewhere. Around 8,000 arrived here at the final evacuation in thirty-one vessels, 2,000 civilians from this number returning immediately to Constantinople
in four ships, three tugs and the Ropit steamer Tsarevich Georgy. Numbers fell at Bizerta to 4,585 on
10th Feb., 1921 as men d1ifted away. The vessels ofWrangel's fleet were harboured here and the refugees
were the ships' crews. These impounded vessels were the subject of much controversy throughout 1921 .
The French wished to sell them to recompense themselves for the cost of maintaining the refugees for
whom they were responsible. The Regency of Tun.is was of course in French hands having b~n declared
a Protectorate of France in 1883. Bizerta was a major French naval base for the Mediterranean Fleet
and mail from here is almost certain to have been carried by French vessels. Mail from the refugees
here would presumably have been carried by the French also, particularly mail for those camps in areas
under the Allies control at Constintinople, Lemnos and Gallipoli. Such mail would pass through the
military postal organisation and show indications of it. If a Russian courier were independently collecting and delivering mail from Bizerta it would require a special journey out there and back as it could not
be part of a round trip covering other camps. The Russian fleet was not operative at this time,, so such
a courier would be travelling to Bizerta in, more likely than not, a French naval vessel to the French
Protectorate. This would be pointless as he could do no more than the French themselves could do
with the mail, i.e. hand it over and collect it.
It would be pure conjecture how many wives and children of the sailors had managed to leave
Russia. The vetting committee for the January.March evacuation was specifically concerned with
army officers' families alone, and none left then. Some may have done in November. On the other
hand at the only other camps on the African coast, those in Egypt, there were 3,000 wives and children
of the army officers together with a f'ew wounded soldiers, who arrived early in 1920. As late as February
1921 only 176 were self supporting. The camps were scattered around Sidi Bishr near Alexandria, with
400 schoolboys in a camp of their own at lsmailia. Numbers remained fairly constant until early 1921
when some were re-united with husbands and fathers elsewhere; nearly 2,000 were still there in June 1921.
I found a reference to postal matters in a Red Cross report-the refugees used the local system, certainly
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no special post of their own, so we cannot argue that Egypt was included in the Wrangel system, with
or without special cancels and stamps and that cancels have not turned up yet if they were used.
Although numbers in Egypt were only half those at Bizerta it cannot be stressed too often who
they were-wives and families separated from their husbands (those who needed to maintain contact)
while at Bizerta it is unlikely that many men had families who had been able to escape.
For the African coast camps the position is the reverse of what it should be. Bizerta has a cancel
but the camps in Egypt do not. For a courier to reach Egypt it would again be a lengthy journey, but
much less so than for Bizerta, while Cyprus, where there was a camp and hospital at Limassol with 1,500
refugees from March 1920 until at least February 1921, most of whom again were wives and children
of the army officers (1,000 of which were re-united by the middle of 1921) could be an additional port of
call. There is no Cyprus cancel of course.
Ships of the British Royal Navy, from the Mediterranean fleet anchored at Constantinople, would
have regularly visited both Cyprus and Egypt, and mail from the refugees there would probably bear some
indication of being handled by the British P.O. at Constantinople.
Rosselevitch says that no stamps were sent to Bizerta and this seems readily believable. There
could be no reason why refugee correspondence here should be anything but small, and any special
system could only be run at a loss. From consideration of distance, possible courier route and a need
for a new postal system, Bizerta fails.
There were several camps nearer to Constantinople than those at Bizerta and Serbia. Some of
these were quite large. In Greece there was a camp at Salonika holding 1,742 in early 1921 but it has
no cancel. In Bulgaria there were originally 3,000 in November 1920 rising to 7,000 three months later.
The camps here were at Sofia, Isida, Kustendill, Novo Sagorna, Jyrnovo, Bourgas (2,300 on March 1st)
and Varna (2,000 in March rising to 9,000 by September 1921 after a large number were transferred from
Lemnos). We have no cancels for these except the doubtful Type 9 straight line Varna. In Roumania
1,600 arrived in November 1920 soon rising to 2,000, but we have no Roumanian cancels. There were
a number of refugees at Malta but again no cancel.
No special post existed for any of the above. A courier route from Constantinople to Belgrade
could have included many of these camps. We have enough information now to say with certainty that
no comprehensive system was ever envisaged let alone put into practice. Any system operated was selective and if we return to the criteria by which camps could have merited inclusion in any restricted system,
distance need, etc., we find conflicting evidence. I feel that the answer to this is quite clear. All the
camps outside the vicinity of Constantinople have been dealt with. Only six of them boast cancels,
plus the cancel for Belgrade making seven. Four of them, Belgrade, Cattaro, Bizerta and Varna I cannot
accept. None of these should have seen service in any system based on need and cost consciouness.
If any system did exist it should only have operated around Constantinople and the military camps at
Lemnos, Gallipoli and Chataldja, that is, those we have left.
We need an explanation for the existence of the Bizerta, Belgrade and Cattaro cancels. It could
have been over imagination on the part of the organisers in believing that a more extensive system was
possible than in fact was. All three cancels are from the single ring Groups 1 (and all are seriffed except
the sans-serif Cattaro), which was probably the original group prepared as it is the largest. Reasons
for a Bizerta cancel could be simply that Bizerta was the largest camp outside the army ones in November
1920. Serbia held the most refugees; the Belgrade cancel could exist as the Joint Relief Committee
was based there and the Cattaro cancel because by December 1920 the largest accwnulation in the country
was based here.
If it were wishful thinking that these camps could be included, but it was then seen to be impractical, then the cancels were legitimately produced but saw no service except to manufacture forged covers
at a later date. The alternative is that they were produced without any intention of their being used
except for fraudulent purposes and if so this must cast doubts on the validity of the other cancels. It
is quite obvious that, while limited funds for refugee aid were available, no postal service could ever
be run at a loss, to be subsidised from money needed for essential relief work. Money from the Allies
was distributed through the Red Cross and was not given to Wrangel's staff for them to allocate themselves. Wrangel did receive a little for his administrative costs alone, but large sums of money though
never passed through his staff's hands; it is not surprising the printer of the surcharges received no money
for his work, but took a percentage of the printing, as there was nothing to pay him with, if indeed he
was to be paid by the official Russian Government in exile rather than by anyone else. The involvement
of Wrangel and his staff will be discussed later, but first it remains to look at the camps which could
have been included in a restricted system, Lemnos, Gallipoli and those around Constantinople, including
Chataldja.
Page 28
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c-Tbe Camps in Vicinity of Con~tantinople
The refugees in camps near Constantinople were few in number as a percentage of the total. At
30th Nov. 1920 there were under 6,500 excluding Chataldja. A further 4,272 were in hospitals not
attached to camps. Following the proposed roundup of refugees without proper papers in early December the numbers only rose to 7,800 by the start of 1921. The congestion caused by Russians roaming
round the city was reduced by transferring large numbers to Serbia and Bulgaria. Numbers in the camps
near Constantinople did not rise in 1921. . With the exception of Prinkipo, Proti and Antigone the
numbers remaining constant for a few months before falling as the occupants moved on to a new life
elsewhere.
,
Apart from those at Bemadotte and Chataldja, all refugees in camps near Constantinople were
civilians~ mostly in family groups according to a War Office paper. A Red Cross report seen says that
75 % of those in the Constantinople camps were women and children-just the figure we would expect.
Soldiers' families leaving the Crimea in November 1920, rather than in the January-March evacuation
were likely to be few in number. Where possible, those from the early evacuation housed in the Prince's
Islands were reunited in Serbia. Correspondence from the soldiers at Lemnos, Gallipoli and Chataldja
to the heart of the city and vice-versa, plus mail between civilian camps within the city, would thus be
limited almost exclusively to that between friends.
Considering the circumstances, the considerable emotional upheaval, confusion and surely despondency, there would be no reason for such correspondence to be anything but small. A new postal
system at Constantinople, in opposition to the Turks and Allies, for under 2,000 family units to maintain friendly contact with each other in different camps, most of which were in easy reach of each other
(the occupants of the camps were not locked in) does not appear to be a system organised to fulfil the
essential need which, we are told, the Wrangel Post was organised to cover. There clearly was no essential need at Constantinople.
This does not deny that the post could have existed for some purpose other than need, although
in that circumstance it could hardly be a genuine system. So let us take a look at each camp near Constantinople, firstly the Prince's Islands.
Prinkipo (Buyuk Ada) was the main island in the group. The 1,600 plus who arrived in early
1920 were to be moved to Serbia and the final batch was to leave on 24th Jan. 1921. This camp is not
mentioned in the files from this date and we can accept that it closed. Prinkipo covers exist postdated
to this and must be manufactured. The other three islands all had camps, Proti (Kinali Ada) is thought
to have closed the same time as Prinkipo. Plans were made to transfer the refugees at Antigone (Burgaz
Ada) to Serbia at the same time. There was a delay though over the last 400 at the end of January 1921
and the camp remained open until at least 25th May, 1921. As refugees moved out of these three camps,
others did not move in. The intention was to clear the camps and get everyone out of Comtantinople
where they were not wanted either by the Turks or the Allied Occupation Forces. Ni,mbers at the
fourth island, Khalki (Heybeli Ada) remained fairly _constant at around 1500. I can only find reference
to one camp at Khalki although we have Khalki II cancels. Cancels exist for each of the other three
islands although the two different Proti cancels are distinct being Type 6. There mmt be some doubt
as to the double ring Khalki II-we already have a single ring for this camp.
On the Asiatic side of Constantinople were three camps for which we have cancels. The first
is Tuzla where the British and French were jointly responsible for the upkeep of around 2,000 looked
after by the British Relief Committee of the Russian Red Cross. The camp was specifically opened for
the Novemb.:r evacuation and remained open for the supposed duration of the Post. I can find no
mention of two camps to account for the Tuzla I and II cancels. There was a Tuzla camp in Serbia
which held 124 refugees, all officers and their families, but this cannot be the answer.
The second camp on the Asiatic side was Selimie (Sipe) where the numbers were always above a
thousand. By March 1921 there were still 1,283 here. The third camp cancel we have is for Scutari,
but British files have no mention of this anywhere, which seems significant. Scutari covers are very
scarce. The few I have seen are all highly dubious in appearance and in a remarkably fine state of preservation. Scutari is simply another name for the whole area of Uskudar (Tchilinghirian and Stephen
say the camp was situated at the village of that name).
On the European side of the Bosphorus we have cancels for camps at Buyuk Dere, Lann, Canrobert, Bernadotte, Galataria and Terapia. Buyuk Dere held 400, Lann around 400, Bernadotte 883
Don Cossacks, and Canrobert 193. Numbers are unknown for Galataria and Terapia but cannot be
high because of the known grand total for all Constantinople camps. All of these were open for the
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duration of the Wrangel Post, but they were not the only six camps open here. There was a Stamboul
camp which held 300 and a "Camp Du Pont" (not one of the others under a different name) which held
490 in early 1921. Rosselevich makes mention of Amo camp but I can find no reference to this. None
of these three has a cancel. We know that Galataria and Canrobert cancels were never used, making
five camps which apparently were never in the Wrangel system.
The camps near Constantinople could all have been included in the sytem easily. They were
not widely scattered. Courier routes could have included them all within a few hours. All of these
camps had refugees in January 1921. The discrepancy over the total of the figures given with the grand
totals of November 1920 and a few weeks later is accounted for by the position in the Prince's Islands
and the opening of new camps in December 1920, not by the opening of certain camps in February,
March, etc. after the Wrangel Post is supposed to have started. None of these camps was particularly
large, so siz.e could not be a reason for exclusion. The simple presence of refugees, who all needed a
system if any of them did near Constantinople, dictated that all the camps here should have been included.
Reference in the P.R.O. files has been found to all of these camps bar Amo; Scutari, Prinkipo and Proli
were open until at least the beginning of April 1921 and in most cases well after this date. We cannot
argue that the excluded camps were omitted through early closure, then, before the system could include
them.
Haverbeck illustrates a cover addressed to Stamboul from Selimie, the transit cancel being Constantinople Type (Pera). The status of this cover, forged or genuine, is unimportant here. What is
revelant is that no Stamboul cancel was available; we can preswne that none existed and, following from
this. that it is unlikely a cancel existed for the "Camp Du Pont," or Arno. We have no cause as yet
therefore for arguing that these camps did have cancels but no material has yet turned up
Discussion and Analysh

In the vicinity of Constantinople we have a system which was selective in the issuing and use of
cancels and stamps. We have two alternatives. Firstly, the issuing of stamp,s and cancels was arbitrary
and not due to postal need; any genuine system operating in these circumstances on a comprehensive
basis would have been one which did not need cancels and stamps. Secondly, no system of any sort
operated and the complete group of cancels and stamps was for fraudulent purposes; this is most unlikely
as surely it would have been impossible to perpetrate such a scheme without it being exposed immediately. The first must be the true state of affairs, but with some reservations.
We know that stamps were put on sale (but we cannot be sure where) as the Turkish Government
objected to them. We do not, however, know if cancels were legitimately used at the camps which had
stamps. Cancels could have been ordered and issued in expectation of a service being introduced and
this could have been a genuine belief or simply a "front." I have seen unaddressed covers without
receipt cancels from just Constantinople (Pera) and Selimie, and these are probably genuine souvenirs
of the time. If one camp, Selimie, held a cancel and stamps then others must have done, but if all camps
received the cancels prepared for them, we have seen that outside the vicinity of Constantinople the
camps would have had no legitimate use for them. The arbitrary distribution of cancels near Constantinople, where a system could have functioned, looks odd in these circumstances. It shows a lack
of knowledge about the position at each camp and the possible extent of a workable new system, so
could the initiative for the post have come from within Wrangel's staff?
After arrival in Constantinople, Wrangel no longer had an army to command. The refugees
were never an autonomous group. The military camps were controlled by the Allies and the Civilian
Camps by the Red Cross, who also supervised movement of refugees from transit camps to elsewhere
and the re-uniting of families, while money for the refugees' support was passed through the Red Cross,
not Wrangel's staff.
Wrangel considered his responsibility to be for the soldiers, not the civilians. He had no authority over anyone outside of Russia, but was still regarded as the refugees' spokesman by the Allies. This
however was only because of the influence he had with the soldiers, and the need to have someone with
whom to negotiate. From documents seen, the British Government found him tiresome and arrogant.
When he eventually made his headquariers in Belgrade there is reason to believe the Serbian Government accepted him as a man of position and authority, but this was not so at Constantinople where
Wrangle only felt bitterness and frustration.
Page 30
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Without control of the camps or authority over individuals and their movement, it is most unlikely
that Wrangel's staff could have provided the initiative for ~ new system. The means of organising
a new system could only have been in his staff's hands if this were to be the official army post. The discrepancies seen show the perpetrators of the system to be unaware of the possible scope of a new post.
Any legitimate scheme for the refugees' benefit organised by Wrangel's staff co-operating with the Refugee
Aid Bureau would have been better planned, based on a workable system allied to genuine need. If
Wrangel sanctioned the system (he does not mention it in his memoirs) then it could not have been a
genuine system, but a fund-raising scheme. This would not necessarily mean that no mail was ~ver
carried between camps, but that the purpose of the system (if stamps and cancels were an integral part
of it) was not first and foremost to provide a service for the refugees.
Rosselevich gives the text of a letter from the Russian Diplomatic representatives in Constantinople, A. Neratov. This says that the Turkish and Allied posts turned over to the Aid Bureau the majority of mail- addressed to the refugees. This was held for collection or delivered by the Bureau. The
Bureau handed over, to the Allies, mail addressed to certain camps and elsewhere and they delivered
it for the refugees. The letter is dated 11th March 1921 but it is not clear whether the position referred
to is at that date, prior to it or if it had changed at any time. We now know that the camps mentioned,
Bemadotte, Lann, Canrobert, Amo, Chataldja, Lemnos, Gallipoli, Bizerta, Tuzla and the French hospitals holding the wounded, were not all opened before November 1920, and the time referred to must be
after this, in other words, when the Wrangel post was supposedly operating. All mail held by the Bureau
which the Allies handled would show signs of other postal systems, so if the Wrangel post was also delivering mail to the aforementioned camps it was duplicating an existing service'. The Allies would not have
handled mail bearing Wrangel adhesives without adding their own postal markings, setting -aside any
consideration of the legality of the surcharges which were not being issued by a U.P.U. member.
Taken at face value it appears that the Wrangel post was separately delivering mail to the camps
Neratov mentions, but consider the mail the Bureau would handle. This would be from three sources:
1, received from the Allies and therefore already bearing non-Wrangel cancels and possibly stamps also;
2, Mail handed in for delivery by refugees personally; 3, Mail from camps brought to the Bureau for
delivery. The second and third sources would be the type of mail handled by the Constantinople (Pera)
office of the Wrangel post. Surely the Bureau and the Pera office must be one and the same, and the
very same office would not be separating mail for Wrangel couriers and the Allies to deliver individually
to the same camp. If the two are in fact one the Neratov letter denies a new system operating at all the
camps it mentions, and only leaves a very restricted group for a possible Wrangel post. This group
includes camps without cancels, and no uniformity in the types of cancel for those which had them.
We must however name provision for the possible incompleteness of the position as stated in the Neratov
letter. We do not have the full text nor do we know the circumstances under which it was writ~en.
Couriers travelling on official business must have visited some of the camps. The two relief
centres were Belgrade and Pera, while Wrangel had a senior officer from his staff as a representative
at each of the three large military camps, Chataldja, Lemnos and Gallipoli but not at the others; General
Oratzen, for instance, was at Gallipoli. It is possible that these official couriers could have carried
refugee mail at intermittent intervals between Pera, Belgrade, Chataldja, Lemnos and Gallipoli also.
Mail between soldiers at two military camps must have been negligible though, and would not have
been carried under the guise of a fee paying stamp issuing post.
The soldiers at Gallipoli were not in much of a mood for friendly correspondence. The Daily
Chronicle of 27th Dec. 1920 reports from its man in Athens that 24,000 men at Gallipoli still had access
to the rifles and ammunition brought from the Crimea. A rebellion was feared or atematively a chance
of the Russians crossing into Asia Minor and selling the arms to the Kemalists. The soldiers were
starving and not amenable to discipline. They relied on French supplies which had stopped. The
Greeks threw a cordon round the camp to stop the men breaking into Thrace; food and medical supplies
were sent, and the typhus patients isolated. It will be remembered that at the camp at Chataldja a
similar hostile situation existed, while things were not much better at Lemnos, the third military camp.
General Brousseau, who was head of the camp after the French took over in January 1921. had to be
removed for fear of the consequences, because of his open hostility to the Russian troops
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Conclusions

The discrepancies seen in the system as it purports to have operated deny its existence in the
accepted form.
1 There was no essential need for the Post as we have been led to believe.
2. It could not have operated before January 1921.
3. It was not comprehensive, but could only be a selective system in the vicinity of Constantinople, omitting camps which could and should have been included through convenience of courier routes,
minimal cost,' etc.
4. In view of Point 3, the initiative for the system would not have come from Wrangel's staff
unless the whole operation was a fraud. If it did not come from within his staff then it could not have
been the official Army Post.
5. There is no connecting pattern between the existence and appearance of cancels for camps
which could have been included and those which could not.
6. Camps where a genuine need for correspondence existed were uniformly omitted with the
minor exception of the Prince's Islands. The post could only have been used to any extent between
friends among the civilians. This is most significant as Wrangel did not consider the civilians to be his
responsibility, only the soldiers.
7. Couriers would only be duplicating mail routes of the Allies.
8. Money from the Allies never passed through the hands of Wrangel's staff. Without any
funds if the Post was uneconomic it could not have operated. The circumstances of the civilians at
Constantinople meant minimal demand for any system, thus minimal use and minimal revenue. The
small dole distributed by the Red Cross to the refugees allowed subsistence living only and did not affect
the luxury of a large correspondence.
I feel that the only genuine system which could have operated would have been one which did not
use stamps or cancels, but as there was no essential need for any new system even this must be doubtful.
Stamps were certainly placed on sale in some camps. Dr. Ceresa tells me he met a Rossica member in
the U.SA. who claimed his father was responsible for the sale of stamps in the camp they were in near
Constantinople. He remembered that sales were small. Cancels could have been prepared and distributed to give some credence to the stamps but I cannot see under what set of circumstances they could
have been legitimately used as despatch or arrival marks in a system organised for the refugees' benefit.
If it was not for the refugees' benefit I cannot accept that any special courier post genuinely operated
between the camps using stamps and cancels.
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"VOTE GERMAN" PROPAGANDA LABELS (ON

11

POLAND"}

by Ian C. MacDonald

What appear to be Polish stamps overprinted with this German slogan are not wicommon, and
I am now fairly certain that they were produced in large numbers for pro-German purposes before the
March 1921 Upper Siberia plebiscite. The overprint reads "German value just .... pfg. Vote German!"
and t:qe impression from comparing the German "pfg" and Polish "Mk" value indicates that the Polish
mark was being presented as some 7 % of the German mark when the labels were produced.
Examination of examples show that these labels fall into two distinct series, in Type 1 the first
line starts distinctly to the left of the third line, but in Type 2 starts somewhat to the right. Additionally
there are subtypes (see p. 8 of central illustrations).
Type 1 occurs on forgeries of the 1919 German currency issue (1 Mk scarlet, lMk 50 light green,
2 Mk yellow-brown and 3 Mk blue)-these forgeries are quite good, but smaller than the originals;
the colours are of course hopelessly wrong. The two subtypes of the overprint are distinguished by the
length of the first line.
Type 2 occurs on forgeries of the 1920 Polish currency issue (1 Mk blue, 3 Mk red-brown, 6 Mk
brick red, 10 Mk brick-red, 10 Mk vermilion and 20 Mk blue)-these forgeries are poorly executed and
there is considerable colour variation. The three subtypes of the overprint (of which 2b seems to. predominate) are distinguished by the relative positions of the first letters of the first and third lines, and by
the angle of overprint to the horizontal frame of the stamp (21deg, 22deg and 17deg respectively, whereas
Types la and b are both 15deg).

1921 -22 STAMPLESS MAIL

data from W. FrauenJob
Covers of this period are always of interest, and prints of three -stampless covers which Mr.
Frauenlob has supplied are worthy of recording (all marks are double circles unless otherwise stated):
1. from IRKUTSK PRIVOKZALNAYA. 23.11.21; backstamped OMSK 13 (?).12.21; m/s
"stor. 25/XII." The front carries two m/s numbers, '725' and '103(7?),' but more significantly
there is a smudged single line mark on the back (Fig. 2 on p. 9 of central illustrations) seemingly
·
reading 'V. : .... DOPLATIT' carrying m/s "1250 rub" in the gap.
2. from POKORNOE AKM. 29.11.21 with 3-type registration label; backstamped OMSK
27.12.21. The front carries one m/s number, '2288' corrected to '2238,' but more significantly
a m/s endorsement "sbor 1250 rub" (Fig. 2).
3. from SARATOV. 29.1.22 inscribed 'Zakaznaya Banderol'; backstamped MOSCOW/V
EKSP. (date wiclear; bridge type) and MOSCOW/24 GOR. POCHT. TEL. OTO. The front
carries two m/s numbers, '278' and '2, . ,' · but more significantly there is a smudged framed
4-line mark on the back seemingly reading 'POCHTOVKA ... . /-.- .... /(?)name' carrying
m/s '1300' in line 2 and initials at the end of line 4. (Fig. 3).
One could conclude from these covers that the wipaid amowit was established and perhaps collected, and that the interval rate at the end of 1921 was around 1250 Rub. for a letter, whether or not
registered.

THE FAR EAST REPUBLIC DVR OVERPRINT
by Dr. R. J. Ceresa

Not all collectors of the Far East Republic Issues are aware that the DVR overprint, frequently
found forged on the arms-type stamps of Russia, was applied to the postal stationery using a different
'die' to that used for preparing the plates for overprinting the sheets of stamps. Fortwiately this difference does not seem to have been known to the forgers for all the forged examples of postal stationery
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in my collection are copies of the overprint used on postage stamps. Two genuine postally used stationery cards from Vladivostock to Bury St. Edmunds, England and Greifswald, Germany respectively are
illustrated on p. 10 of central illustrations, from which most collectors will agree with my opinion that
the mint postal stationery item from Mr. W. Frauenlob's collection, illustrated as Fig. 1 on the last
page of illustrations to B.S.R.P. Journal, No. 53, is in fact GENUINE and not a forgery.

GEORGIA: NARROWING THE GAP IN THE MISSING YEAR 1921-1922
by Dr. R. J. Ceresa

As P. T. Ashford rightly says in B.J.R.P. 53, genuine used material with February/March, 1921
dates is difficult to find. I have located various Batum cancels with dates ranging from the 1 to 21 February 1921. The latest genuinely used item is also a 5R Tamara stamp from Novo-Senaki, a different
cancel to the one reported, and dated 3.3.21 (see Fig 1 on p. 10 of central illustrations). A less distinct
strike of the same cancel on a 3R Tamara is almost certainly 5.3.21 but it could be 8.3.21. Philatelic
cancels of "imperf-betweens" of the St. George issue take us forward one day to the 6th March (Figs.
2 and 3) and c.t.o. copies to 9.3.21. Although this appears to narrow the gap a little we must bear in
mind that genuinely used stamps might have come from Money Transfer Forms since the few that are
known from the later period retain their stamps without having them defaced by punching holes or by
perforation. The latest covers in my collection are from Tillis, 10.2.21 to New York, franked at the
20 Ruble rate with large multiples of the 60 Kop and 1 Ruble St. George issue, and a cover from Tiflis
1.4.22 to Paris via Moscow 13.4.22. (The so-called 'De Jure' issue of 27.1.21. is found on covers with
at best philatelic cancels of Tifiis ranging from 30.1.21 to 5.3.21).
Stanley Gibbons list the date of issue of the Famine Relief issue as 2.2.22 but I have a copy tied
to a portion of postcard with the Lailashi cancel of 27.3.22. The use of these stamps was obligatory
and very few covers of the first Soviet issue are found without them-their use continued right through
to the next mystery period of February 1923. The latest use of the unsurcharged Soviet pictorials that
I have is 8.2.23, a registered cover franked 50,000 Rubles from Tillis to Petrograd. A Sukhum cover
of 20.2.23, with a yellow-olive frame and '3' registration label (rest black: No. 883 Sukhum P.T.K.),
is shown as Fig. 4 of p. 11 of central illustrations, franked v.(ith the. obligatory Famine Relief stamps ;
has an 'O PLA CHEN' marking and a manuscript 50,000 Rubies with signature in place of postage stamps.
Presumably the new issue was not yet available and they had returned all of the old issue. A cover of
24.2.23 from Gudauti Sukhum to Holland is probably a first-day cover of the new issue since it is overfranked at 85,000 Rubies with one of each of the new issue of sutcharged stamps. Was this shortage
of stamps at Sukhum a local shortage or was there a period of a few days or weeks when the old issue
was withdrawn generally for surcharging at say Tiflis, and this resulted in a stampless period until surcharged supplies were returned to the post-offices? Let us try to narrow this gap too in a search for
February 1923 cancels between the 8th and 24th of the month and so confirm the date of issue of the
hand-stamp surcharges. My earliest date for the machine surcharges is a cover of 29.5.23, Tiflis to
Geneva, suggesting a later date of issue.

SOVIET PRE-WAR 3 ruble DEFINITIVE

by Dr. M. H. Gould
Stanley Gibbons catalogue, as No. 394, the 3 Rub. green and grey-brown of the "workers" series,
perforated 13½ x 10 and without watermark (currently catalogued at £50 mint and used); I was very
fortunate a few months ago to purchase this stamp with watermark. This is therefore an uncatalogued
variety, and presumably is rare.
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SOVIET CONSULAR STAMPS
by Jacques Posen

This is in response to the request for help in identifying the stamp of Mr. V. Ozol of Sydney,
AU;S1ralia. The stamp is shown in p. 12 of central illustrations of B.S.R.P. Journal 53 and is one of a
series of Soviet revenue stamps issued for consular use. The initials NKID represent NARODNYI
KOMMISSARIAT INOSTRANNUX DEL which translated means Peoples Commisariat of Foreign
Affairs. The stamps were used to pay a tax or consular fee for visas and passports.
In my collection of revenue stamps are the following Consular stamps which I list and illustrate.
They are all inscribed NKID SSSR and KONSULSKAYA MARKA. I am not sure of the dates of
individual issue but they must have been issued in the 1920's and 30's since they are all printed on the
watermarked papers used for postage stamps of thaJ period. If any one has additional information
I would be glad to hear from him (or her).
Series A 1926? 5, lOk, 25k, 46k, 50k.
17 x 29½mm.
Series B ·
?? lr, 2r, 3r, 5r, 7.50r, JOr.
25½ x 39mm.
Series C 1929? 1.86r, 4r.
22½ x 32½mm.
Series D 1930? 25k, 75k, 2r, 3r, 4r, 5r, tor, 20r.
14½ x 22mm.
A 20r. stamp in the same design and colour as the small 20r. stamp of series D but
larger. Date unknown.
23 x 32½mm.
None of these stamps (see p. 12 of central illustrations herewith) measures 19 x 26mm. as Mr.
Ozol reports, so perhaps he has another series altogether, but in the same design as my series D.

SOVIET PRE-WAR DEFIN!TIVES:
by L. A. Kolot

VARIETIES

It is my belief that collectors tend to concentrate on the Soviet commemoratives and, in so doing,
not to pay enough attention to the definitives. The 1930 to early postwar definitives are, in fact, full
of interest-shades, rough perfs., different papers and gums, flyspecks and all!
The following varieties illustrate the range which one can find from study (all catalogues numbers
are Stanley Gibbons):No. 544 4 Kop. No contour line to the left side of girl's face. Bottom left comer of the
frame slightly distorted (Fig. 1 on p. 12 of central illustrations).
No. 547 10 Kop. Deformed 'K' (Fig. 2; mentioned and illustrated in B.J.R.P. 51).
No. 549 20K. Background very dark causing chequered effect on peasant's face (Fig. 3). JOK
and 70K. stamps show similar effect but not so pronounced.
No. 721B. 1 Kop. "Figure 1 catching fire" caused by large white spot; (Fig. 4).
No. 727F 10 Kop. "Swollen face, no separating line between left cheek and hair lock. Hairlock is lined and not solid colour (Fig. 5).
Nos. 727F and 727H exist on yellowish paper and with dark yellow gum.
No. 847C. 15 Kop. Incomplete extra line on the left edge of the stamp (Fig. 6}. Not a double
impression as the line is slightly curved where it joins the frame.
No. 847D. 30 Kop. Amount of shading on airman's face varies from less than 50 % (Fig. 7)
to 100 % (Fig. 8). This stamp also exists with second top line of background shading broken in the
top left corner. I have a horizontal pair of this variety (Fig. 9).
THE SOVIET POSTS IN NORTHERN BUKOVINA AND BESSARABIA,

1940-1941
by Andrew Cronin

The interesting survey by Allan S. Waugh on the Western Regions of the USSR in B.J.R.P. 52
prompts the writer to add. the following notes on the former Roumanian areas. Some of the items were
displayed at the 1976 VOF-B.S.R.P. Exhibition in Moscow.

I, Northern Bukovina
Items are occasionally seen from the capital, Chernovtsy (Roumanian Cernauti, Austrian Czer,.
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nowitz, Ukrainian Chemivtsy). The following are two examples:(a) A Soviet postcard to Jassy, showing the continued use of the old Roumanian machine canceller for CERNAUTI-2, dated 5.4.41 (see Fig. 1 on p. 13 of central illustrations). Incongruously, the sender gives his address as still being in King Carol street!
(b) A registered airmail cover to the United States, with the new Russian-language postmarker
reading "CHERNOVITSY-POCHTOVAYA KONTORA 14.4.41." It was received in
Elisabeth, New Jersey on 3. July 1941. The rate was 2r. 30k.

Bessarabia
After much searching, the writer can confirm that examples from this area are of great rarity.
This was mainly due to the Iron Guard outrages in Roumania and after the Soviet incorporation, many
of their intended victims took refuge in Bessarabia. The respite was temporary, as the Iron Guard
and their supporters were there less than a year later. The horrifying results have been described by
the noted Italian correspondent Curzio Malaparte in his book "KAPUT." This has been translated
into many languages, including English. The writer can-record one item, as follows:A Soviet postcard sent at the internal 20-kop. rate to Riga, Latvian SSR from_Bendery on 1 Sept.
1940 and showing the continued use of the Roumanian "TIGHINA" postmarker (see Fig. 2). The
sender, M. G. Haimovici, was informing Kadis Mikelsons that he had fled from Bucharest and wished
to continue his subscription to the "BALTIKA" magazine, edited by the addressee. Bendery (Tighina)
was inco1porated in the Moldavian SSR.

II.

VARIOUS SOVIET VARIETIES
data from Dr. M. H. Gould, L. A. Kolot and Hilary Norwood

Our thanks to these members who have supplied details of new Soviet varieties, some of which are,
it is hoped, to appear in the next Stanley Gibbons Europe Part 3 Catalogue due for publication in 1978.
All catalogue numbers below are Stanley Gibbons.
No. 1099a. 3 Rub. Brown-purple (1948) of the 4th series of medals (1945/9). Dr. Gould
advises that this stamp comes in two distinct sizes. The larger stamp is 21 tmm. wide by 39½mm. high,
and is, he believes, the earlier of the two (Fig. 1 on p. 12 of central illustrations). The smaller stamp is
21 ½mm. wide by 39 high, and, on the few examples which he has in his collection, usually has a cleaner
appearance (Fig. 1). The Figs. also show that the perforated size also varies and this suggests that these
two stamps may be different printings from different plates.
No. 1428. With reference to the two types noted in B.J.R.P. 53, Mr. Kolot advises that Type 1
is the scarcer type (1948: 30th Anniversary: Young Communist League).
No. 1505. 40 kop (1949: Dokuchaev, Soil Research) is reported by Mr. Kolot as existing also
in a smaller size of 321 x 21 ¾mm.
Nos.1702/04. Kalinin issue, 1951. Mr. Kotol extends the information in B.J.R.P. 53 in relation
to the 1 Rub value. He states that the 2nd printing exists in 2 colours (black and ultramarine) instead
of the usual 3 colours, the deep blue border to the design and the central oval being missing-the paper
is greyish and the gum dark. He also states that, in both printings, the orientation of the lines of dots
in the inscription panels, normally 45 degree~ diagonally, is on some copies at 11 o'clock and 2.30 (i.e.
rotated clockwise); also the full stops (which are anyway very small and therefore vulnerable to printing
variation) are often missing on both printings.
Mr. Norwood also writes about this issue, and he now identifies 2 printings for the 20 kop value
as well as for the 40 kop and 1 Rub values of B.J.R.P. 53. He therefore provides the following rather
fuller description of the essential differences between the 2 printings of each values, although he comments
that there are other minor differences, particularly in the inscriptions within the tablets which also exist.
1st printing
2nd printing
40 kop. &
1 rub.
27.5 x 40mm.
27 x 39 to 39.5mm.
The words pochta, kop., rub. and figures
These words and figures are spotted with
of date are white
colour.
'smerti' in the first line of the description
'smerti' is to the right of 'partii.'
lines up with 'partii' in the second line.
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20 kop. 40 x 27.5 mm.
40 x 27mm.
The picture of the Kalinin museum is dull
The picture of the Kalinin museum is bright
and flat.
and sharp.
The letters "d" in 2nd, 3rd and 4th lines
The letter "d" in the 3rd line of the inscription
of the inscription are all in a vertical
is to the left of the "d" above and below.
line.
No. 1882. 2 Rub. 1955. Airmail. Mr. Kotol reports a spot of light green background colour
which splits one of the trees in two (Fig. 3).
Nos. 2258/72. Mr. Kolot reports that these 1958 Republican Capitals stamps also exist on a
yellowish paper.

SOME SOVIET VARIETIES IN RECENT YEARS
by Hilary Norwood
1973
Bicentenary of Peasant War. (S. G. 4214). A hair-thin line from the middle of the top bar of
"T" in "pochta" to the frame line above. This occurs in the :fifth stamp in the fourth row. The stamps
were printed in sheets of 5 rows of 5 stamps each.
250th Anniversary of Sverdlovsk. (S. G. 4221). An additional bolt-head or dot in the lower
half of the right-hand edge of the shield held by the peasant, soldier and worker. This occurs in the
first stamp in the third row (Fig. 1 on p. 13 of central illustrations). The stamps were printed in sheets
of 5 rows of 10 stamps each.
1974
50th Anniversary of Nakhichevan Autonomous Republic. (S. G. 4253). This exists on cream paper
and on white paper. On my copies (marginal) the perforations extend through the sheet mugins oa
the cream paper but not on the white paper.
"Expo 74" World Fair. 10 kop. (S. G. 4275). The violet crystals which form the principal
feature of the design exist in two types. Each crystal has the same contour in both types but there are
differences in the visible facets in nearly every case. At first glance this may appear to be a simple colour
shift but close examinations shows that this is not the case.
New Year 1975. The upper portion of the left-hand pillar beside the clock shows a large break
(Fig. 2). This occurs in the sixth stamp in the third. row. The stamps were printed in sheets of 5 rows
of 6 stamps each.
1975
Cosmonautics Day. 10 kop. There is a full stop after "Soyuz-17'' in the bottom left-hand stamp
only, (No. 28), in the sheet of 30 stamps, to rows of 3 stamps.
58th Anniversary of the Revolution. 4 kop. value depicting a metallurgical works. In the second
line of inscription at the bottom the word "metallurgicheskii" has "n" instead. of "eh" (Fig. 3). This
occurs only in the fourth stamp of the top row from the first printing. (This is said to have been corrected
in a later printing bi.it I have not seen the evidence for this in the form of a top strip).
1976
Olympic Games, Montreal. 16 kop. A thin white semi-circle appears on the red bulls-eye of
the target in front of the marksman. (The frequency and. position of this variety are not as yet known
to me).
K. A. Tremyev, Soviet dramatist. There was a second _printing of this stamp which may be distinguished by the thicker letters of the inscription and. the heavier grey shading on the face. Some
variations in intensity of the grey on the face occur also in the earlier printing with thinner letters.
30th Anniversary of UNESCO. In some sheets only, the top left-hand stamp has a flaw in the
inscription at the bottom so that the top of the "6" in "1976" and the top of the upright stroke of the
"k" in front of "16" are missing, thus giving these two symbols a shortened appearance.
Palekb Art Museum. The illustrations in this set are usually on a black background resembling
actual palekh art but some examples are found with varying shades of deep purple as background.
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NON -POSTAL MINIATURE SHEETS OF THE USSR
Allan S. Waugh

In the early Soviet period, a number of non-postal labels issued to collect funds for charitable
and voluntary purposes, for example the various Aviation Fund labels, formed both a useful and interesting sideline to postage stamps and postal history. Since the end of the last war, the place of these
"cinderellas.. has been taken by new forms of philatelic sidelines of which little has been recorded. Such
sidelines include the non-postal miniature sheets which may be defined as normally issued by Soviet
philatelic societies in connection with exhibitions. congresses, and special anniversaries.
They have no postal validity. but are often associated with entrance to philatelic eveHts (for
instance one sheet being available per entrantl. The main design usually incorporates the reproduction
of a postage stamp or stamps as issued by the Soviet pmtal authorities for the pre-payment of postage
in the normal manner . Many non-postal sheets are numbered and, especially those from provincial
philatelic societies. are often in very limited editions. Often, being non-postal, there is only local publicity in connection with a specific occasion. so that some sheets are virtually unknown to collectors out
side the l 1SSR
Stamp exhibitions for national occasions such as the Jubilee of the USSR .. and the Young Communbt League. gave rise to non-postal sheets which achieved catalogue status in the Official Soviet
Catalogue (1970 Edition). The provincial sheets are not so fortunate, but certainly none the less interesting. A tentative list now follows and. thanks to the courtesy of Mr. John Lloyd, our Secretary, l
have extended this list to include Vinnitsa Space Sheets as forerunners of the main group. Other material
in members· hands could form the basis of a future list.
l\.t this stage I am pleased to acknowledge the very considerable support and assistance of Mr.
Hilar) Norwood whose interest in this field has greatly helped along with the supply of extra information and material which is also incorporated. The illustrations are of course only a sample to shoVI
the diversit) of design: some of these non-postal sheets are of a high professional standard, while othen
are so poor both in design and printing as to preclude reproduction. Those shown are actual size.
Since Autumn 1975. the number of non-postal miniature sheets issues has greatly increased.
The} are noVI- virtually all highly professionally produced (thus losing much of their charm) and an·
appearing at the rate of about 40 to 50 per annum. It is likely that the "20 years of Soviet Space Era ..
and the "60 years of Revolution" themes may lead to even greater proliferation.
The following list is presented in 3 sections, the first two for the early Vinnitsa and Krasnodar
sheets. and the last for the more general issues from 1967.
SECTION A : VlNNlTSA : 'SPACE' MINIATURE SHEETS
Issued locally in 1962 for 4 'space' occasions, these sheets are in very small printings of only 100
to 300 sheets, and feature imperforate blocks of 4 or 8 designs of postage stamp format, ungummed and
typographed on an unwatermarked surface paper. Each is inscribed at the foot for the "Gorki Collector's PKiO Society of the Town of Vinnitsa," and at the top for the relevant event. Space covers
from John Lloyd's collection, commercially used, show imperforate designs cut from these Section A
sheets and used with various postage 'space' stamps, suitably cancelled with special Space Cachets and
normal Vinnitsa postmarks, all used in 1962.
Type Al. First Anniversary of Man in Space. Imprinted 'Vinobltipografiya, Zak. No. 4955,
25.VH.1962 g.Tirazh 200 sht.,' sheet size 14.5. x 11.5cm. Typographed in red and orangered. Format 2 x 4 horizontal rows of imperforate vertical designs, each 2.2 x 3.5cm. and
featuring a spaceman standing on the globe, with map of USSR underneath. No inscription
at left. See Fig 3 on p. 14 of central illustrations.
Type Al. Second Anniversary of the Flight of the Space Dogs 'Velka' and 'Strelka.' ~~rinted
'Vitlobltip., z. 5380, t.300. 15-VHI 1962 g,' sheet size 14 x 10cm. Typographed in light and
dark blue on thick paper and thick surfaced paper respectively. Format a block of 4 imper•
forate horizontal designs, each 3. 75 x 2.2 cm. and featuring the dogs and rocket against a
background of 'stars. Dated '1960 - 19.20.Vlll-1962' at left. The dark blue sheet also
carries the red official postmark that commemorates the space flight, dated 'Vinnitsa_-GOK
(the Society initials)-19.20.VIII.1962' with line drawings of the dogs, etc., as on the sheet.
See Fig. 2 on p. 14.
Type A3. Group Flight of Vostok 3 and Vostok 4. Imprinted 'Vinobltip., z. 5381, t.100.
15-Vlll 1962 g.,' sheet size 13.8 x 9.8 cm. Typographed in light orange on thin paper and
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dark orange on thick paper. Format a row of 4 imperforate vertical designs, each 2.2 x
3.5cm. and featuring two spacemen against a background of the globe and map of the
USSR. Dated 'J 1-15.Vlll 1962 g' at left. See Fig. 4 on p. 14.
Type A4. Five Years of Sputnik I. Imprinted as Type A2 but 'z.5382,' sheet size 14 x 10cm.
Typographed in red on thin paper, and in blue on a thicker art surfaced paper. Format a
block of 4 imperforate qorizontal designs each 3.5 x 2.2cm. featuring Sputnik I and hammer
and sickle device. Dated '1957-4.X-1962.' See Fig. 1 on p. 14.
SECTION B: KRASNODAR SPACE MINIATURE SHEET
Type B.l. From the John Lloyd collection. Issued locally, a very roughly designed non-postal
sheet; ungummed, typographed on a thin surfaced paper. Size 14.9 x 10.3 cm. in bright
blue. lmperf. The design features a composite photo-engraved block of coarse screen,
reproducing Yuri Gagarin in Space suit (top left), Cosmic Rocket (top right), Cosmonaut
Group (base right), plus Globe in centre, and dates 10th April 1961 -1962 at left base. The
sheet inscribed "Y A. Gagarin in Space" and "Krasnodar Collectors Group'' ; no imprint
or numbers issued. It may be remembered that KTasnodar is the capital of the Kuban and
such (whilst still named Ekaterinodar) saw much military activity during the War of 1918-21
giving rise to the so-called "Kuban" overprints on Imperial Russian stamps.
SECTION C: NON-POSTAL MlNlATURE SHEETS OF THE USSR
Note: The figure of value on stamps reproduced on .the Section C sheets is usually obliterated
with 2 or 3 wavy or (occasionally) straight lines.
Type C.l. 1976 "Red October," 50th Anniversary of the USSR Philatelic Exhibition, 1-10
October 1967. Special non-postal souvenir sheet size 15 x IO½cm., reproducing 3 Soviet
Postage stamps: 40R. 'Triumph of Revolution' of 1921, 4k. 1921 portrait of Lenin, and
4k 'Builders of Communism' painting of the 1967 Jubilee series. Inscribed 'All Union
Philatelic Exhibition Moscow,' the design includes an Exhibition cancel in Black dated
Moscow, 1.10.67. Issued by V.O.F., the All Union Philatelic Society, dated 21 VI 67, printing 25,000 copies price !Ok. lmperforate on thin card.
Type C.l. 1967 "Red October" Souvenir numbered non-postal miniature sheet, size 15 x 9cm.,
reproducing the 4k stamp of the Jubilee Paintings series with the Arms of the ·usSR, Red
Star, and anniversary Firework display as designed by N. Shevstov. Inscribed "50 years
October AU-Union Philatelic Exhibition," printed in lilac-rose in an edition limited to 110,00
numbered copies, examples can be found with the special exhibition cancellation in black.
lmperforate.
Types C.3/C5. 1968 Jubilee of the Komsomol Youth Organisation Philatelic Exhibition, Moscow,
28th September to 13th October, saw the production of 2 non-postal numbered miniature
sheets, size 11 x 7 cm, printed by deep etch Half Tone process reproducing the 2k postage
stamp of the Komsomol Jubilee stamp issue as designed by the Lesegri group of artists. One
sheet (Type C.3) printed in olive-green, the other (Type C.4) in orange-red. t00,000 copies
of each sheet, imperforate; known with special cancellation or cachets on both colours,
Moscow Postamt.
It also saw a non-postal souvenir sheet (Type C.5), produced by V.O.F. on thin card, 11 x 15cm.,
reproducing 3 Soviet postage.stamps in red: IR of 1951 issue commemorating the 27th Anniversary of
Lenin's death, 80k of 1938 issue on the 20th Anniversary of the founding of the Komsomols, 6k of the
current year's issue commemorating the Jubilee of the Komsomols. The values on the stamps are not
crossed through. The design includes an Exhibition cancel in black dated 28.9.68 Moscow pochtamt.
There are two varieties, one in which these stamps are printed against a grey background and another
in which the background is light ·blue. 30,000 issued.
Type C.6. 1969 November. 50 years of the First Revolutionary Postage Stamps of the Soviet
Republic. A special non-postal numbered sheet size 6.8 x 9.5 cm., reproducing the 35k
and 70k " Chainbreaker" stamps of 1918 as designed by R. Zarrinish. Printed by Offset
Lithography on thick paper in an edition of 150,000 copies suitably inscribed. lmperforate.
(Fig. 5 on p. 15 of central illustrations).
Types C.7/C.S. 1970 Lenin Centenary Philatelic Exposition. 2 numbered non-postal miniature
sheets, in purple with buff background, inscribed only with the dates '1870-1920'; 250,000
copies, imperforate; known with usual Moscow Pochtamt (red) and special exhibition post•
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marks. Both types are recess-printed portraits of Lenin, Type C7 being 1963 capped portrait (designed S. Pomansky), size 8.5 x 1L6cm. and Type C8 being 1964 (Type 2) bareheaded
portrait (designed P. V. Vasiliev), size 8.2 x 11.8 cm.
Type C9. 1971. Tenth anniversary of Man in Space Exhibition. Numbered miniature sheet,
size 6 x 9 cm., reproducing the 3k blue Gagarin portrait stamp of 1961, and inscribed "JO
years of the First in the World flight of Man in Cosmos" Price 15k. Edition of 500,000
copies.
Type ClO. 1971. Fifth Soviet Peoples Games Moscow. July. Non-postal numbered miniature sheet for the philatelic exhibition in connection with the games. Size 12.5 x 10.5 cm.
reproducing 3 postage stamps, the 40k "Parade of Athletes" of the 1935 Spartakiad series,
and the 4k Archery and 6k Horsemanship of the current series issued in connection with
the Games as designed an.d engraved by Y. Lukyanov. Issued 14th July, inscribed Moscow
1971, limited edition of 250,000 copies. lmperforate. The numbers printed on this sheet
can be found in differing colours, brown, and reddish-brown. Known cancelled: All Union
Sports Philatelic Exhibition, Moscow K-9, and dated 14.7.71.
Type Cll/C12. 1971. Yaroslavl Philatelic Exhibition in honour of 150 years of the birth of
· N. A. Nekrassov. Two non-postal miniature sheets, issued for this occasion held in Yaroslavl. Each 8 x 11 cm and identical except for the postage stamps reproduced, one (Type
Cl I) featuring the 30k Black Nekrassov stamp of 1946, and the other (Type Cl2) the 60k
ochre of the same issue as designed by E. Dubassov from a painting by I. Kramsky. The
stamps are imposed on a pale blue background of screened dots. lmperforate, in limited
edition.
Type C13. 1972 Jubilee of the Soviet State System Philatelic Exhibition 1922-1972. Nonpostal numbered miniature sheet reproducing the 22,500R definitive stamp issued in March
1922 as designed by G. Reindorf, showing the ruined prison and bourse ("Capitalism
defeated") against a background of industry, with the motto of the "workers' state." Format
6 x 9 ·cm, printed by lithography in blue and black. lmperforate price 15k in an edition
(according to the Soviet catalogue) of 400,000 copies. (Fig. 7).
Type C14. 1972 Fifty Years of the USSR Philatelic Exhibition Moscow. Non-postal miniature
sheet, numbered and suitably inscribed, reproducing the 40k arms definitive stamp of July
1957 designed by Zavailov and the 4k arms definitive of January 1961 also designed by V.
Zavailov, in natural red colours (figures of value not obliterated). The stamps framed in
representation of the Kremlin wall with tower and red flag. Size 6 x 9 cm., price 15k. lmperforate in an edition of 500,000 copies. Sheets may be found cancelled with the special
Exhibition postmarks in black, both Moscow K-3 and 1-157 dated 28.10.72.
Type C15. 1973. Philatelic Exhibition, Leningrad, commemorating 50th Anniversary~of the
USSR. Numbered, non-postal souvenir sheet 6 x 10.5 cm. Depicts a Lenin large head
stamp of 1925 printed in grey-brown within a gold frame with lettering and olive branch also
in gold; the number and the price, 15k, in black, all on a red ground.
Type C16. 1972. 20th Olympics Philatelic Exhibition. Non-postal numbered miniature
sheet in black on buff card, reproducing the Olympic Flame and the 14k Boxer stamp as
designed by Kozlov and Nikokhristo. Size 9 x 6 cm. Copies can be found cancelled with
the 20th Olympiad Philatelic Exhibition special postmark in red with runner and olympic
rings dated 10.9.72. Imperforate, price 15k in an edition (according to the Soviet catalogue)
of 400,000 copies.
Type C17. 1973. Non-postal miniature sheet for Ernst T. Krenke! 1903-1971. Reproducing
the 4k commemorative portrait stamp of 20 May 1973 for Krenkel's 70th birthday. Numbered
sheet, imperforate, size 9 x 6 cm with symbols of Radio Transmission, Radio Waves, etc.
from Polar Regions and inscripition in brown, black and blue. Price 15k. Printing 200, 000
copies. Copies known with special 70th Birthday postmark dated Moscow 24.XII.73 in
black.
Type C18. Yaroslavl Regional Philatelic Exhibition. A non-postal miniature sheet was issued
for this occasion reproducing the 1963 10k stamp for Valentina Tereshkova, "The First
Woman in Space," as designed by the Lesegri group of artists, plus an inscribed label on a
background of wavy lines, printed in blue and black. Size 11.5 x 9 cm. Imperforate and
in a limited printing of 20,000 copies, also known vertical 9.1 x 10.8 cm. same design, both
are inscribed on the back with "BBKi AKOO133 ZAK 429 TIP 20,000 YAPK."
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Eighth Republican Philatelic Exhibition held in the 'Hero City' of Minsk, Byelorussia, 1.7.74. Non-postal sheet siz.e 7.5 x 10.5 cm. reproducing the 30k ''Soldier and
Mother" stamp of August 1941 as designed by V. Koretsky (figure of value not obliterated).
Printed by Typography in red, on white chalky paper. Price 15k. Imperforate, the design
includes the gold medal awarded to the 'hero cities.' (Fig. 8).
Type C20. Eighth Philatelic Exhibition of Byelorussfa, Minsk, non-postal sheet, in horizontal
format size 8.9 x 6.3 cm., printed red and black within a wide white border and inset in black
a reproduction of the 4k stamp of 1969 issued for .the 25th anniversary of Byelorussianliberation, with monument and campaign map as designed by Levinovsky.
Type C19.

First Ukrainian Junior Philatelic Exhibition, Kiev. Two non-postal sheets
were produced for this event as follows: Type C21-Size 9.5 x 13.6 cm. on a pale blue-green
background, with inscription, a reproduction of the 1974 Lenin 4k stamp of the Soviet state
founder from a sculpture by V. Tsigal, as designed by J. Levinovsky, and Type C22-sire
12.5 x 9.9 cm. with upper portion in red and lower third in blue, the inscription in white
part near top and remainder neat base. · The sheet reproduces two stamps: 1958 40k Republican capitals, Kiev, Ukraine, as designed by Pomansky, and 1969 'Lenin as a youth' 4k as
the design of V. Kolganov.
Type C23. Thirtieth Anniversary of the Liberation of Odessa Philatelic Exhibition, size 9.5 x
• 11.6cm. printed in blue with white border, price 15k and printed in an edition of30,000 copies.
Reproducing two stamps; the 1964 20th anniversary of liberation of Odessa, with sailor
and lighthouse as designed by Bendel, and the 1973 portrait of Marshal R. Malinovsky, 4k,
designed V. Pimenov.
Type C24. Leningrad Philatelic Exhibition 1974. A numbered non-postal sheet size 8.5 x
14.0 cm., reproducing two of each of the following stamps, one of each stamp in black and
yellow and the other grey-green and black, 1953 series for Leningrad as designed by N.
Gundobin, 40k, Peter I monument, and 40k, The Admiralty Building. · ·
Types C21/C22.

The next two sheets we may link together from common origin but for different
events. Type C25 is for the 2nd Armenian Philatelic Exhibition, Erivan, "Armphil" held
from 25th Jan. to 3rd Feb., 1974. This sheet, size 9.9 x 6.8 cm., was inscribed in Russian
and in Armenian printed dark brown on pa!e creamy brown with a reproduction of the
1968 stamp for the 2,750 anniversary of Erivanseries. the 12k featuring the Sasunsky monument design, J. Ryaakhovsky. Handstamped 15k. . Type C26 is for the Junior Armphil,
a less advanced section of the above exhibition. Printed in light brown and gold on pale
cream inscribed in two languages, size 10.8 x 7.2 cm., reproducing the 1963 Lenin design
by Pomansky for the 93rd anniversary of his birth, 4k, portrait in cap, originally recess printed.
. Price 15k.
Type C27. . Second Soviet Army Philatelic Exhibition at Frunze Military Academy, Moscow,
Oct. 1974. Non-postal miniature shc;et reproducing the 4k stamp featuring the Rockets
of the Soviet Army issued for the Jubilee series of 1968. Size 8.5 x 14 cm., white type on
gold paper; stamp in natural colours of red and black. Price 15k. Edition of 30,000 copies.
lmperforate.
Ty.pe C28. Lvov Reg:onal Philatelic Comrades Exhibition, 1974. Non-postal sheet reproduclll,!l
the 400th anniversary of Printing in Russia stamp of 1964 in a block size 7.5 x.Jl cm. Printing
edition .of 20,000 . copies. Handstamped 15k. Sheet is inscribed in Ukrainian and part
in medieval lettering with a printers' imprint and "400 years of Book production in the
Ukraine." lmperforate.
Type C29. Thirty years of Liberation, Sevastopol Exhibition 1974. Non-postal miniature
sheet reproducing the 30k 'Hero City' stamp of 1944, a view of Sevastopol designed by A.
Mandrussov, in blue against a background of Medal Ribbons and the Gold Medal of 'Hero
Cities.' Size 7.0 x 10 cm., Handstamped 15k. Edition of 25,000 copies. imperforate. Sheet
designed by V. I. Konovdlov.
Types C30/31. The Philatelic Exhibition at Sochi in 1974 produced two non-postal sheets both
of which honoured N. A. Ostrovsky the Soviet author. Type C30 is inscribed "70 years of
the birth of N. A. Ostrovsky, the Communist writer," reproducing the author's portrait
with Red Cavalrymen of the 1919-1920 era as on a stamp first issued in 1964. This horiTypes C25/C26.
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iontal sheet is 15x7 cm, imperforate, and the design includes a rifle and b~yonet and broken
branch. Type C31 is in the vertical format, 7.1 x 15.1 cm. similarly inscribed as above.
In the upper portion the head and shoulders of a member of the Red Army, with a jar and
leafy branch, the inscription rull$ through the middle and in the lower section a picture of
the A. N, Ostrovsky Museum at Sochi. Both sheets can be found with a commemorative
cancellation inscribed "70 years of the birth of writer-<:ommunist A. N. Ostrovsky" with
the addition of the dates "1904-1974" and at the base "Sochi Museum 20.IX.1974/' plus a
.
portrait of the author.
Type C.32. The USSR-Czechoslovakian Philatelic Exhibition held in Leningrad .in 1974 featured
a non-postal sheet, size 8.5 x 7.7 cm. Priced at 15k, these blocks were numbered and reproduced both the Czech 60h stamp of the 1965 "20th anniversary of the Liberation" series
and the Russian 6k stamp designed by N. Shevstov, for the freeing of Czechoslovakia in 1944,
·
included a soldier and woman.
'fype C33. Three Soviet stamps were ,reproduced on the special non-postal sheet issued on the
occasion of the Tadzhikstan Republic Philatelic Exhibition commemorating the 50th anniversary of the republic and the Communist party of the state. Size 10.5 x 13.2 cm., the
sheet is priced at 15k. The three stamps reprinted are as follows:A. 1949, 20th anniversary
Tadjikstan 40k, Soviet House, Stalingrad, as designed by V. Andriev; B. 1959, 30th anniversary stamp, 40k, featuring arms and: emblems as designed by V. V. Zavialov ; C. 1964,
40th anniversary stamp, the 4k of 1963 overprinted for the Jubilee as designed by Pomansky.
'J'ype C34. Gorki Philatelic Exhibition 1974. A non-postal sheet in connection with this event
measured 7.5 x 10.3 cm., printed in 35,000 copies and sold at 15k. The design included the
1949 lR (Pushkin Museum, Boldino) stamp of the A. S. Pushkin series designed by V. V.
Zavialov for the 150th anniversary of the poet. This stamp was printed against a background of handwritten manuscript of the first part of Pushkin's poem '·'Autumn" ; all printed
in light brown, except for the words 'Philatelic Exhibition' and 'Gorki 1974' at the bottom.
and the profile of Pushkin in a frame bearing a commemorative inscription at the top, which
are all in red.
Type C35. 6th Philatelic Exhibition Voronezh Region, 1975. Special non-postal miniature
sheet featured the statue of I. S. Nikitin the Voronezh poet plus the 40k reddish brown stamp
of October 1949 as designed by E. S. :8ulanova in honour of 150 years of the poet's birth.
Size of block 9 x 12 cm., designer G. Kashmensky, printed in black, green and brown; imperforate, On the reverse, one of Nikitin's famous poems is reproduced. Copies can be found
with the special exhibition postal cancel in black, Voronezh P.O. Price 15k, printing, 20,000
copies.
'types C36/37. Ukrainian Philatelic Exhibition, Kiev, 1975, for the 30th anniyersary of Victory.
Two sheets wereissued for this event of similar design; Type C36 of horizontal format 14.0 x
9.8cm., and Type C37 of vertical format, 8.2 x 13.5 cm. There were 20,000 copies printed
of each and the 15k price was bandstamped in violet on the back. Against a background
of the Order of the Patriotic War, an olive branch and black and orange riband, reproducing
the 2k stamp of 1970 for the 20th anniversary of Victory featuring the "Eternal Flame" of
remembrance as designed by I. Kozlov.
'type C38. Thirtieth anniversary of Victory Philatelic Exhibition at Smolensk. A single sheet
for this occasion in horizontal design size 13.5 x 7.8 cm, in a printing of 15,000 copies .and
priced at 15k. Sheet bears the emblem of the Otder of the Patriotic War plus the 6k stamp
of the. 1971 Historical Buildings series showihg the Fortress of Smolensk as designed by A. I.
Kalashnikov.
'fype C39. 25th April, 1975 saw the opening of the special 30th anniversary of Victory, Socialist
Countries Stamp Exhibition held in Moscow. Code named "Sotsfileks," this event attracted
a special stamp and sheets from the Soviet Post Office and also a non-postal miniature sheet
size 6.0 x 9.1 cm, numbered, price 15k in an edition of 500,000 copies. Reproduced on the
sheet is the 30k stamp of 1941 "Soldier and Mother" from the famous poster by V. Koretsky,
with the Victory ribbon Exhibition Symbol and the dates 1945-1975.
Type C40. 1975. Krasnodar Junior Philatelic Exhibition. Non-postal souvenir sheet 7.3 x
10.5 cm., depicting the 2k stamp of 1965 designed by E. D. Aniskm commemorating the 20th
Anniversary of Victory, and the sheet has the dates 1945-1975 at the bottom.
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Kursk Philatelic Exhibitien. 11.5 x 7.9 cm. souvenir sheet printed on greenishyellow card and carries the 4k stamp of 1963 depicting the Battle c:>f Kursk. 'Kursk' in top
right and '1945' over '1975' in lower left, in red .
.type C42. 1975. Sverdlovsk Oblast Philatelic Exhibition commemoration 30th Anniversary
of Victory in the War. Souvenir non-postal sheet 9.0 x 13.0 cm. Shows, in brown, a sculpture of two male figures on a tower and the 30k stamp of 1943 showing a munition worker
with the words "All for the Front, All for Victory." Printed against a green background
on white edged thick paper. Designed by N. Shvartsman.
Type C43. 1975. Ryazan Philatelic Exhibition in honour of 80th anniversary of birth of S. A'.
YeseniQ. Non-postal souvenir sheet 7.5 x 10.5 cm. Blue with white borders; gold ornamentation- and black lettering- with 1958 stamp bearing portrait of Yesenin. On the back is
printed "Issue authorised by V. Shtemberg. Artist V. Zimin. T. (issue) 30,000. ts (price)
15K ROT z. (order) 5284" (Mr. Norwood has two copies, one of which also bears on the
back. 'NbOl 029').
-Type C44,. Autumn 1975. USSR-France Philatelic Exhibition, Moscow. 7.5 x 10.0 cm.
Numbered souvenir non-postal sheet with inscription in French at the top "Exposition Philatelique URSS-FRANCE" and a similar inscription in Russian at the bottom. The centre
of the sheet is occupied by a 6k stamp similar to, but not identical with, a stamp issued in
March 1975 commemorating the 50th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between USSR and France with most of the design occupied by crossed Soviet and
French flags. This stamp is set against a background in light mauve of blocks of six each
of French IOc Sower design stamps and Soviet 10k 1961 definitives.
Conclusion. The sheets detailed above form the nucleus of a small but growing sideline; doubtless there are more to be recorded. Apart from these non-postal sheets, there are also special commemor➔
ative envelopes issued in connection with philatelic exhibitions, some officially printed and designed
and others of a local nature. Should enough material be forthcoming, the author feels this could be
the basis for a further article at a later date.
Type C41. 1975.

ART POSTAL STATIONERY POSTCARDS 197-8
by Hilary Norwood

The 1975 series is described in B.J.R.P. 52, of which No 22 is now shown in the upper position
of p.16 of central illustrations.
This series of cards was continued in 1976 with eight more commemorative issues. All of them
were intended for airmail, with the innovation that three of them bore 14 Kop stamps, the airmail rate
for postcards sent abroad, whilst the rest bore, as usual, the 4 kop stamp required for internal airmail.
AJ; in the case of earlier issues, appropriate commemorative cancellations were available for
most of the cards. In some instances these cancellations were also used on commemorative envelopes,
but in others they appear to have been used exclusively on the postcard.
3rd March 1976. 106th Anniversary of Lenin's birth
Designed by Y. Artsimenov.
The picture in brown and cream is based on a drawing by N. Zhukov drawn in 1970, and
He is delivering a
shows Lenin's head and shoulders wearing a fur cap and fur-collared overcoat.
speech and gesticulating with a rolled newspaper in his hand.
The stamp shows a red volume of Lenin's works against a broad red banner with a hammer and
sickle in the upper left corner, and on the right portion a stylised representation of modem industry and
invention.
4k. Airmail. 39 x 20mm.
Card No. Ll20692 25/Xl-75. MTG. Order 8231.
200,000 issued.
A cancellation commemorating the 25th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
was used on this card at Moscow Head Post Office and at Moscow K-459 until 5th March. It was
designed by Y. Artsimenov.
34.
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5th April 1976. 15th Anniversary of Man's First Space Flight.
Designed by R. Strelnikov.
A multi-coloured picture shows the head of Y. A. Gagarin in a space suit with the helmet open
so that his face is visible ; the head is set against a blue background featuring thi: globe and a rocket
launch.
The stamp bears the cosmonauts medal in the middle flanked by laurel branches on a mauve
background. Along the upper portion, in .red lettering on a blue ribband, are the words "15th Anniversary of Man's First Flight in Space."
4k. Airmail. 54 x 22mm. framed .
Card No. Ll20691. 25/XJ.-75. MTG. Order 8232.
200,000 issued. ·
·
· Special cancellations in four designs, all with the date 12.IY.1976 and suitable for use on this card
were in use, though I have so far seen only one of them on the card. Two cancellations are inscribed
"Cosmonautics Day" and two "151:h Anniversary of Man's First Flight in Space." One of each of
these also bore the words " First Day" in Russian and in French. The cancellations were used at the
following post offices'
Moscow Head P.O., Kaluga.
1. · Cosmonautics Day
Moscow Head P.O.
First Day
2. Cosmonautics Day
Moscow D-242, Gagarin, Zvezdni Gorodok ,
3. 15th Anniversary
Baikonur Spaceport.
4. 15th Anniversary
First Day
Moscow Head P.O.
Nos. 1 and 3 designed by A. Medvedev, and Nos. 2 and 4 by E. Salnikov. One of these cards
with cancellation No. 2 is shown in the lower half of p.16 of c~ntral illustrations.
35.

36.

15th April 1976. The Training Ship "Kruzenshtern"
Designed by N. Litvinov. ··
The picture shows the training ship "Kmzenshtem," a 4-masted sailing vessel, in full sail against
a blue sky with a rainbow across it and passing between the sails.
The stamp features a bas-relief portrait of the Russian navigator, Ivan Fedorovich Kruzenshtern,
on a blue background on which, in white, are also his name, the dates 1970 and 1846, the value, etc.
4k. Airmail. 26 x 26mm. with crinkled edges.
Card No. L105788 13/Xl-75. MTG. Order 8189.
200,000 issued.
.
A special cancellation showing the same picture of the "Kruzenshtern" (but without the rainbow) and with the inscriptions 'Soviet sailing ships "Tovarisch" and "Kruzenshtern"' and also 'New
York' in Russian and English was used at Moscow Head Post Office on 4th July 1976, American IndependJmce Day and 200th Anniversary of Independence when the vessels that had taken part in the transAtlantic sailing-ships race, including the two Soviet ships, were inspected in New York harbour before
sailing up the River Hudson. This cancellation was designed by Y. Kosorukov.
·
37.

20th April 1976. 8th International Conference on Chemical Fertilisers.
Designed by I. Martinov.
The square illustration contains the chemical symbols for nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and
potassium (K), the three essential elements most used in inorganic fertilisers. These symbols in blue
on a fawn background are the main part of the design in a square standing on one corner within a larger
square placed normally. In the corners of the outer square are representations of maize, sunflower,
cotton and sugar beet, all coloured blue-green.
· Three-quarters of the stamp shows the conference emblem:-the letters N P K and an ear of
wheat, all brown, against a green ploughed field, a skyline of _white buildings and a blue sky on
which are black (Latin) letters C.I.E.C. The other quarter, the left, contains a large "VIII" and, small,
the name of Conference.
14k. Airmail (foreign rate). 14 x 21 mm.
Card No. L120812 28/XJ.-75. MTG. Order 8240.
200,000 issued.
An oval commemorative cancellation was used at Moscow G-19 from 21st to 27th June 1976.
It consists of the conference emblem surrounded by an explanatory text. Designed by Y. Kosorukov.
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27th April 1976. 200th Anniversary of the Bolshoi Theatre
Designed by A. Aksamit.
The illustration is a front view photograph of the theatre and its reflection in the pool in the gardens
in front of it.
The design of the stamp consists of a picture of the sculpture above the pillared front of the theatre:
Apollo driving a chariot drawn by four prancing horses. Above are the words "Bolshoi Theatre USSR,"
and either side the dates.1776 and 1976.
14k. .Airmail (foreign rate). 30.5 x 24mm.
Card No. L67452 4/1-76. MTG. Order 2193.
200,000 issued.
A commemorative cancellation dated 26.V.1976 was used at Moscow Post Office. It consists
of a musical clef intertwined with a lyre with '200 years' above, and 'Bolshoi Theatre' below, the whole
. enclosed. in a laurel wreath. Designed by A. •Medvedev.
39.

25th May 1976. 12th Congress of the International Puppetry Union.
·. Designed by Y. Levinovsky.
· ·
·
·
The picture shows five open hands, each in a different colour, and each with a round face-mask
.
.
at the end of the forefinger, set against a blue sphere representing the earth.
On the stamp, against a theatre curtain, is the emblem of the .International Puppetry Uniona group of traditional puppets from various countries (e.g. Punch).
l4k. Airmail (foreign rate) . . 43 x 24mm.
Card N9. L.67765 28/1-76. MTG. Order 2282.
200,000 issued.
.
A commemorative cancellation, also designed by Y. Levinovsky, was used at Moscow K-9 from
1st to 5th June. 197(i. It shows a round face-mask and 'XU Congress' between drawn-back stage curtains and all surrounded by the full name of the Puppetry Union, which in Russian reads "International
Union. of Workers in the Puppet Theatre".
40.

28th June 1976. 120th Anniversary of the Birth of A. M. Vasnetsov (1856-1933).
Designed, by N. Cherkasov using for the illustration a coloured photograph, taken by A. Ryazantsev, of Vasnetsov's-painting"Couriers. Early morning in the Kremlin. Early XVIIth century." (painted
1913) which shows two hors~men galloping through a street in old Moscow in winter.
· The stamp bears a· head and shoulder portrait of the painter in grey against a brown background
and with black script lettering "Apollinar Michaelovich Va:snetsov .. ]856-1913."
4k. Airmail. 38 x 21.5mm.
Card No. L67835. 13/11-76. MTG. Order 2362.
Z00,000 issued.
. .
.
A commemorative cancellation dated 6.VIIl.1976 wa:s used.at Moscow head Post Office. Designed
by A. Korneev.
41. .

25th August 1976. First All-Union Festival of Workers' Amateur Arts.
Designed by G. Komlev.
·
The illustration is the festival emblem surmounting a red . downward-pointing pennant bearing
the words "First All-Union Festival of Workers' Amateur Arts"; and on the left of it are a building
worker, a· steel-fumaceman, a tractor driver and a woman cotton spinner; on the right a violinst, a film
.
cameraman, an artist and a ballet dancer.
The stamp shows a lyre, an artist's palette and brushes and a laurel branch all in brown, against
a background of a red strip of cine film. In the upper left corner the words "Art belongs to the people,.
V. I. Lenin.
4k. Airmail. 44 x 22mm.
Card No. L68504. ll/V-76. MTG. Order 4219.
200,000 issued.
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RUSSIAN MATERIAL AT AUCTION
by Rev. Leonard L. Tann

New York, November 1975
Russian collectors who received New York catalogues for Nov. 197,5 must have been reduced
to nail-biting wrecks. Three massive Russian auctions were held within the space of eleven days. The
Russian material offered was of the finest quality, and ranged over the entire stamp-issuing area from
No. 1s to late Soviet and included Zemstvos.
At this time the£ stood at 2 dollars 2c., which is roughly a 50 pence dollar.
Cherrystone

Much superb .material.

Lots of imperial varieties from all issues.

Rarest and most notable

items:

Lot 5105. lk Romanov, corner copy, IMPERF. Est .... 200 dollars. Realised 200 dollars.
Lot 5113. 14k Romanov marginal IMPERF., shaved at top. Est. ... 200 dollars. Real. 250
·
dollars.
There were several die proofs too, fetching between 1()0-150 dollars.
Harmers
Their auction opened with 343 lots of Zemstov-s ! This was followed by over 500 lots of Russia.
Lot 159. Kotelnich, Viatka Gub. 3k black on bluish-grey paper, extra large margins all round,
1. h. superb copy of this rarity. Only 24 known. Schmidt 'R.' Est. ... 300 dollars.
Real. 360 dollars.
198 Novaya Ladoga, St. Petersburg Gub. 1869 Error of colour 5k red, and error of
colour and figure, 5 plus 25k red, se-tenant in strip with normal 25k red, unused,
margins all round, very fine but minor fauTts. fut. . . . 1000 dollars. Real. 525
dollars.
391 10k vertical pair (No. Is) rich dark colour, margins all round, extremely fine, tiedon folded cover to Odessa by bold BERDIANSK Aug. 21. 1858 prnks. very fine
and rare. Ex Faberge. Est. . . . 450 dollars. Real. 2200 dollars.
513 1866-75 lk black and yellow, IMPERF. a,nd GROUNDWORK INVERTED, large
margi~ all round, lightly cancelled, superb and extremely rare. No est. given.
Real. 1050 dollars.
623 1889-94. 14k blue and rose CENTRE INVERTED, well centred, lightly pmkd.
extremely fine. Est. ... 1200 dollars. Real. 1000 dollars.
624 1889-94 14k blue and rose CENTRE INVERTED, superb, tied on registered cover
by circular Atamanskaya I-III-1903 pmk, arrival mark on back. Extremely rare
possibly unique. Est.. . . 1200 dollars. Real. 5,250 dollars!
629 1902-5 15k violet and blue, CENTRE INVERTED lightly cancelled, superb. Est ..
1200 dollars. Real. 1000 dollars.
This sale included 78 lots containing 128 proofs and essays of the Romanov Jubilee issue.
657 3k carmine. an extensive study of 25' different die proofs showing the various stages
of engraving of the pertrait, on yellowish and white cardboards, &c. An extremely
rare collection. Est. . . . not given. Real. 1700 dollars.
Most of the kopek value proofs fetched about 80 dollars each.
701 3r dark violet, early stage of the engraving, superb and extremely rare (this early
state had only part of the brickwork and other details engraved). Real. 300 dollars.
709 5r. frame only in lilac, rare. Real. 260 dollars.
Siegel Sale of the Polon Collection

82 1902 15k violet and blue CENTRE INVERTED, clear 1907 pmk. Est. ... 1200
dollars. Real. 1550 dollars.
86 1902 3½r. black and grey, CENTRE INVERTED, light cancel with Royal Phil.
Soc. and Romeko certificates. Est. ... 1250 dollars. Real. 1600 dollars.
123 1916 surcharge, !Ok on 7k Romanov. Vertical pair one without surcharge. Est.
150 dollars. Real. 250 dollars.
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Soviet Postmasters' Provisional Handstamps. The extraordinary collection with
more than 400 stamps and 12 covers. The catalogue of the Cercle Philatelique
France-URSS covers this collection. (The catalogue description gives a lengthy
exposition of this lot). Est. ... -. Real. 5750 dollars.
212 Soviet star on imperial issue. 1922. 20r on 15k brown and blue imperforate used
horiz. pr. very fine and rare, Rosselevitch cert. Est. ... 600 dollars. Real. 900
dollars.
There were a large number of Soviet varieties, imperfs., and imperf. betweens.
505 1932. 15k engraved zeppelin imperf. horiz. pr. very fine and rare. Est.. ... 500
dollars. Real. 400 dollars.
566/7 1935. lr on 10k San Francisco Flight inverted surcharge .... very fine, with Romeko
and Kessler guarantees. Est. ... 750 dollars. Real. 1150 dollars.
810 1920. lr Ovpt of Far Eastern Republic. Block! Bold 'Vladivostock 7-5-21'
pmk struck perfectly in centre, repeated at LL of neat Registered Cover to Berlin.
One of the most important Far Eastern Rep. covers known. Est. . . . 500 plus
dollars. Real. 625 dollars.
There was also a collection of Ukraine and Ukraine covers.
Cherrystone Auction June 1976

From March-June the £ sterling had a very rough time, settling at about 1 dollar 75c. This means
that estimates and realisations were higher in £ terms.
The auction contained 2591 lots of Russia, Imperial, Soviet and zemstvos. Much of the material
entered by way of 'minor varieties' in the Imperial and Soviet sections, were paper folds, shifts, misregistrations &c., all very striking. There was also a substantial section of cove~s.
3 No. 1 with fair to good margins tied on piece by boxed pmk 1858. Est .. . . 250 plus
dollars. Real. 180 dollars.
201 1889-94 7k GROUNDWORK INVERTED, used, very fine and scarce. ex-Faberge.
Est. 1250 dollars. Real. 775 dollars.
243 15k brown violet and blue 1902 issue, all but a small portion of the centre omitted
(due to an obstruction). signed Romeko, Ross. used (pmk only over part of centre
printed, leaving blank exposed). Est. -. Real. 225 dollars.
285 P. tok 1909/12. light blue, three oval rings around centre instead of usual two, apparently a proof. (item a corner copy, perforated and with varnish lines). Est. 50 dollars.
Real. 50 dollars.
The 1909-17 section contained 99 lots of shifted centres, perfs., folded corners, &c. There were
20 lots of Romanov proofs.
369 Essay for portrait of Nicholas II (as used for the 7k, tok and 5r) in dark blue on
white card. (With slight modifications it was adopted). Est. 150 dollars. Real.
210 dollars.
585 Soviet star on Arms issues. IOOr on 15k vert. pr. Top stamp without surcharge.
Est. 50 dollars. Real. 45 dollars.
~1 Soviet 'issue tor P.14. complete sheet of 25 stamps DOUBLE perforations, signed
Ross. very fine and scarce. Est. . . . 300 dollars. Real. 200 dollars.
There were many examples of mis-perforations, and imperf-betweens in the Soviet section.
984 1939-64 issues. 30k Voroshilov, block of six. imperf. vertically with margin at
left, but double perfs vertically between second and third prs. Est. 50 dollars. Real.
35 dollars.
l 089 1950 40th anniversary of Komsomol, lower left corner block with bizarre perfss due
to fqld of corner, cancelled in centre of block. signed Romeko. Est 50 dollars.
Real. 65 dollars.
There was a fine section of Ukraine tridents, &c., and revolutionary provisionals.
2252 cover with l k, 5k, 1Ok savings banks stamps and 5k and 25r control stamps, along
with 8 Soviet stamps, an imperial lr and 2k stamps all tied to cover by Moscow 1922
pmk. stamped at Kiev on back. Est. 100 dollars. Real. 100 dollars.
2371 Wrangel 20,000r on 5r Romanov, tied on cover by Tuzla pmk., 16 JAN 192t, Constant, receipt cane. One of only two such covers known. Est. 1000 dollars. (item
.was withdrawn).
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2391 . Armenia lOOr on 5r Romanov and partially severed strip of 5r on 5kArms tied to
cover by Erivan· pmk 1921, stamped on back by Tiflis arrival. Est. 300 dollars. Real.
·
350 dollars.
Looking at these selections from four very fine auctions, it is quite clear tbat Russian materia I
of all types is gaining ground rapidly. The items which realise less than the estimated price are relatively few, whereas the items reaching above estimate are the norm, though some items are reaching far
·
above estimate. · ·

REVIEWS

OF

NEW

PUBLICATIONS

JOURNAL OF CHINESE PHILATELY: Editor Wing Cdr. P. J. Padget. Nos. 185-189 and 191-2 (Vol.
23, No. 6; Vol. 24, Nos. 1-4 and 6; Vol. 25·, No. 1) of Aug., Oct., Dec. 76, and Feb., April, Aug., Oct. 77.
James Negus gives a fine resume of Mongolian Mail Routes in 185; Dr. Wortman in 187 discusses
two postcards {1910 and 1912) with South Manchurian Railway (Harbin/Port Arthur/Dalny) TPO marks
and in 189 lists further examples (another example is given in 191) ; Robert T. Y. Lee in 189 details Chinese
Urga cancellations during the brief reign of Yuan Shih-kai in 1916; a second edition (1976) of the H. B. R .
Clarke Library list is also available.
FRANCE - URSS PHILATELE: Editor G. Rameau
In addition to the normal new issue reviews, new numbers to hand also cover the following subjects:
No. 51 (91) July ·16: a thematic study of Soviet sport, and completion of an article (presumably
started in the preceding No.) on 'space' ; the Odessa Red Cross article is still continued and there is an
article on Franco/Russian relationships in 1808/09 period.
No. 52 (92) Oct. 76: the Soviet sport article is concluded; in notes on 29 May/9 June 76 "Inter
Phil" it is stated that Mr. N. Epstein (U.S.A.) won a gold medal for an entry 1857/1913 which included
a copy of the 1857 Tiflis stamp " which had never previously been exhibited at an international" (it is
not clear which it is the stamp or this specific example of it which attracts this comment); the Odessa
Red Cross article is concluded.
THE NEWS LETTER OF THE SOCIETY OF POSTAL HISTORIANS: "POSTSCRIPT" : Editor
V. Denis Vandervelde, Vol. XXVI, Nos. 127 (July/Sept. 76) and 128 (Oct./Dec. 76).
No. 127 contains a careful analysis by W. E. Gerrish, O.B.E. of the 1852/75 foreign rates and routes
from Holland, which includes several examples of fully prepaid rates to St. Petersburg and Riga. Both
·
Nos. are, of course, full of information of general interest.
" TPO" THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE T.P.O. AND SEAPOST SOCIETY: Editor V. Denis
Vandervelde, Vol. 30, Nos. 2 (Summer 76), 3 (Autumn 76) and 4 (Winter 76) and Vol. 31 Nos. 1 (Spring 77),
2 (Summer 77) and 3 (Autumn 77).
Vol. 30, No. 2 and Vol. 31, No. 1 complete the Chinese T.P.O. article by Peter I. Padget also in
J. Chinese Phil. ; Vol. 30, No. 3 contains data on rail and boat TPO's in the Netherlands by W. L. Morton
and an up-date of current Austrian TPO's by Alan(:. Clothier; Vol. 30, No. 4 records some late 19th
cent. Bulgarian TPO's by Roy A. Dehn, and more examples occur in Vol. 31, No. 1 (arid No. 2) as does
the list of the current Finnish TPO's (Route Nos. 5-10, 13-14, 17-18, 23-24, 33-34 all in reverse pairsas the pre-World War I Russian oval system) which is understood by A. E. Megginson to be complete
as it came from the Finnish Philatelic Bureau; Vol. 31, No. 2 records a new 1879 TPO from Bucharest
to Verciorova, and contains a fine detailed article by V. Denis Vandervelde on Rumanian TPOs. Many
other articles of general interest also occur throughout, of course.
THE OCCUPATION OF RUSSIA BY THE POLISH I CORPS: Editor James Mazepa; Published by
Polonus Philatelic Society at 7.50 dollars post-paid (sea).
This handbook is. a 'must' for collectors of Russian Civil War, Polish and Ukraine material, be
it stamps or postal history. It is the first to be published by the Polonus Society and we look forward
to their future publications. The first part of the handbook is an article on the stamps and postal history of the First Polish Corps in Russia by Tadeusz Gryzewski, translated by Elizabeth Gobby and this
is followed by a shorter section on the forged stamps of this issue by Dr. Stanley Kronenberg. Both
sections are profusely illustrated with excellent plates which complement the high quality typeset on art
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paper-it is undoubtedly a work of art, a labour of love which has not been produced with the idea of
making a profit. · No collector of this field can be without this handbook and anyone with this handbook can now confidently enter the field if they can find the material. A price listing of the stamps and
i;tn indication of the current value of covers would have added still greater value to this handbook which
is highly commended to all B.S.R.P. members. '
·
R. · J. C.
STAMPS OF SWEDEN AND FINLAND by ERNEST H. WISE, 176pp, well illustrated, cost £5.50
For the collector including Finland in his interests, this is an excellent book. Well illustrated
and with plenty of diagrams, Mr. Wise has written a guide for the relative newcomer as well as the specialist. The Swedish section too.is of interest, though outside Russia, because it had such an influence on
Finland. before the. Grand Duey came under Russian rule. Alas, the interests of economy have forced
the author to be brief in certain areas. Nevertheless, considering the dearth of philatelic literature in
our areas in English-other than our own Journal-it is recommended to the philatelic student of Finland under the rule of the Tsars.
L. L. T;
NEWS OF MEMBERS

rt is with great pleasure that we record on these pages the news, already known to most of us that
our member James Negus, B.SC., F:R.P.s.L., has succeeded Mr. Rex Phillips as Editor of the Stanley
Gibbons catalogues. This is an onerous and exacting appointment, and we wish Jim well in this key
post-his very wide experience as a philatelist and as editor and librarian to many specialist and national
philatelic organisations, and his earlier notable improvements to Gibbons catalogue listings (particularly
for Mongolia and Tova), will now stand him in good stead.
Congratulations also to Eugen Kobylanski who has become UPV priifer in Germany (Dr. Seichter
has now retired) and is also the only official prilfer in Austria for Ukraine 1918/20. It is comforting to
learn that the UPV marking system, so valuable to.collectors of the Ukraine, is continuing in safe hands.
Turning now to success in another direction, Harry v Hofmann was awarded a gold medal for
"Latvian forerunners" as well as a vermail (gold/silver) for "Estonia with forerunners" at the Copenhagen exhibition HAFNIA '76.. Also, Luciano Buzietti was awarded a silver medal at ITALIA '76 for
an entry entitled 'Russian Postal History 1800-1924.' He has kindly supplied us with .photographs
of some of the interesting pages in that entry; space considerations preclude reproduction herein, but .
student!l of the Transcaucasian area would be particularly interested in a cover and a postcard both .
carrying the intaglio Batum P.T.Kontora No. 1 strikes with Imperial eagle.
It finally goes withQut saying that our indefatigable secretary, John . Lloyd, F.R.P.s.L., is still
travelling the length and breadth of this island (for which 'England' would be neither a correct or even
an ;tppropriate name to employ) displaying Russian material and, we are sure, spreading the fame of
B.S.R.P!

.

For those interested, we are pleased to note the formation in Canada of the Canadian Society ·
of Russian Philately. The primary activity is the publication of "YAMSHCHIK" (The Post Rider)
at 3.50 dollars post paid. There are no other fees or membership charges. Remittances are payable
to Alex Artuchov, :Qox 5722, Station A, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5W 1P2. Good luck to this
venture!
·
OBITUARIES

BASIL ST. GEORGE DRENNAN, F.R.P.S.L.
It is with deep regret that we have to record the death of Basil Drennan. He had been a member
of our Society for many years, and was one of the great names in philately being an expert in many aspects
of the hobby, and a great friend to a wide range of philatelists in many Societies as well as our own.
Born 22 Jan., 1903, son of a clergyman, he was educated at Leominster Grammar School then
won a History exhibition to Radley. Again as an exhibitioner he went up to Keble College, Oxford in
Michaelmas Term 1922 where he achieved B.A. in 1925; he was editor of "The Clock Tower," 1924/5,
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and achieved Dip. Econ. in 1926.
He then commenced a lo~ and distinguished career as an officer of the Houses of Parliament
by beQOm.ing an Assistant Clerk to the House of Commons and serving various committees of the House.
In 1939 he became a Temporary Principal at the Ministry of Home Security but in th'e following year
·returned to the House as Senior Clerk, and during the war was attached to the Select Committee on
National Expenditure. In 1946 he was Clerk to the Select Committee on Estimates .and also to the first
Committee to sit outside U.K. (in Germany); in the following year he was Clerk to the Select Committee
on Budget Disclosure. In 1948/52 he was Clerk to the Financial Committees, and from 1953 his duties
included being simultaneously Clerk of Private Members Bills and Taxing Officer for the House of
Commons whilst also being Examiner of Petitions for Private Bills for both Houses. His final official
appointment, in 1958, was as Principal Clerk of Committee.s to the House of Commons. This outstanding career as a public servant came to a <;lose in 1960 when, following a period ofill health, he chose t.9
retire prematurely; in that year he married, moved to Oxford, and obtained his M.A.
An inactive retirement was, however, not ahead, as (in additional to travelling abroad on various
occasions) he then undertook a long and most thorough programme of documenting the careers of
all who had been at his former College. This culminated in 1970 in the publication of 'The Keble College
C,entenary Register 1870/1970.' In that year he· became a C,entenary Fellow, an honour he greatly
appreciated, and in 1971 was President of the Keble Association.
·
Philatelically, Basil was always alert to the .geographical, historical and political background to
issues, and a most careful student of authenticity and usage. His interest in the Civil War period was
profound, and he was responsible for the complete revision of the Gibbons catalogue listings which led
later to his providing many other historical notes and other reviews, notably for various Asian areas,
(especially China) for that series of catalogues. He became an F.R.P.S.L., in 1962.
A true gentle ~an, he will be sorely missed by his many friends; we extend our deepest sympathy
to his wife, Jean, .and son.William.
I. L. G, B.

CHARLES CLIFFORD HANDFORD
It is sad to record in these pages the passing of Cliff Handford which occurred on 3rd November;
·
1976, suddenly, at his home in New Whittington, Chesterfield. He was aged 86.
B.S.R.P. endeavoured to recognise the immense amount of support and effort he had given to
the Society over nearly 40 years, by making him an honorary life member in 1971. Cliff joined the Society
as early as 1937 and, immediately after resumption of activities after World War II, took over the Presidency for 1945 and 1946, returning to that office in 1959. From 1945 until 1963 he was continuously
a member of the committee, where his enthusiasm and advice were highly valued. For the society,
Cliff frequently gave displays of his remarkable coUection of Zemstvos, and of his Imperial Russia,
contributing articles of lasting value to the pages ef earlier journals.
Many members have had the pleasure of visiting Cliff and Dorothy Handford at "The Warren;•'
New Whittington, where a warm welcome always awaited the enthusiastic philatelist. Apart from the
enormous scope of Cliff's Zemstvo collection (which has :recently been dispersed by Robson Lo~ Ltd.)
a word must be said of the unique way in \}'hich these many volumes were written up. Each page was
headed by the appropriate Zemstvo coat-of-arms, and the information on the stamps appended in such
a way that the albums themselves became a veritable encyclopaedia.
Oiff travelled far and wide to give taiks and displays, and philatelic societies the breadth of the
country must recall with pleasure not only the interesting material that was produced and the way it
was presented, but also the speaker's ability to put across his subject in a highly entertaining manner.
Chesterfield Philatelic Society will likewise sadly miss C!iff, · who had been both President and
Chairman of their Society for 40 years. An amusing companion, Cliff was never at a loss for the "root
Juste." In earlier years the inseparable and formidable combination from Chesterfield of the late Arthur
Greaves and Cliff Handford was one of the delights of attending a B.S.R.P. meeting.
With advancing years, it was inevitable that Cliff found it increasingly difficult to keep up his
correspondence with collecting friends, but even when 85 he was still hopefully searching for those
Zemstvo items which had always eluded him. A true collector!
To Mrs. Dorothy Handford, and to his family, we offer our sincerest condolences.
P. T. A.
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NEW MEMBERS
The following new members are welcomed :
B.S.R.P. meeting No. 136 on 2nd October, 1976:
MR. S. S. EMISON, 5025 Riverway Drive, Apt. 9, Houston, Texas 77056, U.S.A.-Z., PS, Airs,
I., R., U.S., U., T., F., B., R.R.L.
MR. F. GOBLE, 7 St. David's Gate, Penstowe Park, Lancing, Sussex, BN15 9AL-Russia to
1945, M.U.
B.S.R.P. meeting No. 137 on 4th December, 1976:
,
.MR. H. BATCHELOR, 9 Singleton Road, Brighton 6-C.A.P., M.U., and Gen. Coll.
MR. P. J. CAMPBELL, 17091, Map.er Blvd., Pierre Ponds, Quebec, Canada H9J 1H7-C.A.P,,
and Erinophilia, R.R.L.
.
MR. J.C. M. DANIEL, 191 High Street, Hanging Heat.on, Batley, Yorks.-Pr., P.H., P.S. Airs,
I., R., U.S., U., T., C., M.U.
.
DR. S. KNUDSEN, General Bahnsonsvej 9, DK 2000, Copenhagen F, Denmark-I; Pr ; P.H. ;
P.S.C.; R.R.L.
DR. J. H. KRESS, 1725 Kenwood Ave, 201 Duluth, Minn. 55811, USA-I; R.; U.S. ; Airs.;
O.M.; R.R.
MR. J.E. LEE, 38 Rookwood Ave, Wallington, Surrey-C.A.P.; M.U.
MR. E. J. PERFECT, 'Glen.wood,' Park Farm Road, High Wycombe, Bucks.-C.A.P.; R.R.
B.R.S.P. meeting No. 138 on 15th January, 1977:
None.
B.S.R.P. meeting No. 139 (A.G.M.) on 5th March, 1977:
DR. J. MAZEPA, Hines V.A., Hospital, Box 381, Hines, Ill. 60141 , U.S.A.-Poland, and Ukraine,
R.R.L.
MR. P. BARRETT, 21 Stuyvesant Oval, New York, NY 10009, U.S.A.-C.A.P., R.R.L.
MR. J. NEGUS, Stanley Gibbons Publishers, 391 Strand, London, W.C.2R 0LX.
MRS. R. P. HARRISON, 40 Parry's Lane, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 lAB-Postcards 1900-1950.
B.S.R.P. meeting No. 140 on 16th April, 1977: ·
HERR G. VLEUGELS, Alter Makt, 41/3, 5-Koln-1, W. Germany-All periods ..

Also congratulations to Mr. W. G. KELLAWAY on being appointed an Honorary Life Member.
B.S.R.P. meeting No. 141 on 28th May, 1977:
MR. W. E. HOLT, Treetops, Ladygrove Road, Two Dales, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 2FRTransca.ucasia.
·
MR. F. J. BOTIERILL, 274 Magpie Hall Road, Chatham, Kent ME4 'XQ-C.A.P.
MR. C. FRANCE, 73 Adelaide Street, Fleetwood, Lancashire FY7 6HE-U.S.S.R., Poland.
MR. PAUL LEWIS (Junior), 1001 Anlaby Road, Hull, HU4 7PN-PS., I., R., U., T., I<., B., M.U .
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1976 B.S.R.P./ALL-UNION SOCIETY EXHIBITION IN MOSCOW

Precis of Report by A. Droar-full report in B.S.R.P. Library
Mr. Droar, Mr. and Mrs. Pritt and Mr. Norwood represented B.S.R.P. at this joint exhibition,
and took 16 separate displays from 14 B.S.R.P. members-the list of awards which they received is in
B.J.R.P. 53, p.52
At the formal opening of the exhibition, Mr. Droar (as B.S.R.P. President) presented to Mr.
Yar-Kravchenko (as President of the All-Union Society of Philatelists) a pierced plated silver dish
inscribed in Russian
v Pamyat Poseshcheniya/"Britanskogo Obshchestva Russkoi Filatelii"/25-30-VI-1976
and the two Presidents jointly cut the tape to open the exhibition.
The exhibition was staged in 4 rooms of the Polytechnic Museum with special attention to lighting.
There was also a Post Office and an official sales stand, both of which did brisk business. Attendance
was over 5,000 and there was no charge for entry-it is thought that attendance might have beeq even
greater had the exhibition not been in the peak holiday month.
Publicity given to the exhibition was gratifying, there being articles in "Izvestia" and other newspapers as well as 6 radio and at least 1 television broadcast, and fuller reports were due in various periodicals, including "Philately USSR."
The B.S.R.P. delegation made personal contact with many senior USSR collectors, and in addition
met other distinguished visitors such as Herr Myers, President of the West German-Russian Philatelic
Society and some of his colleagues, and Dr. Laszlo Soos, General Secretary of the National Federation
of Hungarian Philatelists.
In addition, several contacts were made outside the exhibition itself. The B.S.R.P. delegation
visiting Mr. D. I. Mangueldine, Vice-Minister of Posts and Telecommunications of USSR in his officewho surprised Mr. Droar by observing that the Tiflis local, not the 1858 10k. imperf., was the first Russian
adhesive postage stamp. They also visited 'The Society of USSR-British Philately,' meeting their
Vice-President Mr. Nikitin and other members, and a normal meeting of 'The Collector Club' ('Ts.D.R.I')
There was a banquet organised by the All-Union Society of Philatelists at which toasts to the
two Societies were proposed, and hopes expressed for future good relations.
It is clear from the full report that the B.S.R.P. visitors were made most welcome, had an extremely .
busy time with many ewnts squeezed into the days in Moscow, and were most impressed by the philatelic
activity they saw. This precis concludes with a direct extract from the full report:
• "As for the Soviet exhibits" (at the Exhibition) "these were of a high order and of great merit.
There were several classic displays including those of Mr. S. M. Blekhman, S. A. Luchnik and 0. V.
Forsfontov of Moscow as well as of Mr. M.A. Dobin of Leningtad. However, thematic shows predominated as well might be expected, i.e. one exhibit had for its subject "Jersey and Guernsey" which
was very well done."

INDEX OF RUSSIAN PHILATELIC LITERATURE

A highly comprehensive index to all the major journals devoted to Russian philately has been
prepared by our Treasurer, Robin Joseph, and includes, amongst others, all B.J.R.P. and Rossica Journal
references.
It is the intention of B.S.R.P. to publish this index, but it is essential that those wishing to purchase copies notify John Lloyd (address on p.2) as soon as possible so that quantities to be printed can
be assessed. It will be necessary for at least 30 copies to be ordered for this venture to be commercially
viable and of course we hope that support will be forthcoming.
The price will be not more than £3 per copy for a m'!mh;ir of B.R.S.P (£5 for a non-member).
_Please advise John Lloyd of your position!
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